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UCF drops out of
top 15 colleges,
according to
magazine report
D University fails
to make US
News & World
Report list after
two years of
being ranked
11th in the South
By ROBIN LONGAKER
Staff Writer

..
.~

Has UCF fallen from the
ranks?
According to the Oct. 4 issue of US News & World Report, the answer is yes.
Each fall the magazine ranks
U.S. colleges based on certain
criteria, including average SAT/
ACT scores of entering fall
freshman, acceptance rate, faculty members with doctoral
degrees, student to faculty ratio
and graduation rate.
For the past two years, UCF
has been ranked 11th in the
Southern region, with Rollins

College ranked 5th and Stetson
University ranked 8th.
However, this year UCF is
not in the rankings.

Standing Unknown
I don't know where we stand
on the list," said Dean McFall, ·
director of Public Affairs, "
because they only rank the top
15."
McFall has made inquiries
with the magazine as to why
UCF did not appear on the list
this year.
"They will not give a clear
indication otherthan that points
were assessed. They don't share
methodology," he said.
In a " Letter from the Editors" column, US News & World
Report commented on its ranking methods:
"We rank the nations accredited four-year colleges and universities, which we have done
every year since 1987, using
both objective data and an exclusive survey of the schools'
see Top 15, page 6

$1.80 increase expected
in Activity and Service fee
By ORLANDO SANCHEZ
News Editor
Student Government has
approved a $1.80 increase in
the activity and service Fee. The
increase, which would possibly
take effect by the fall '94 term,
would bring the current fee,
which is $5.15 per credit hour,
up to $6.95.
"This is something we have
been putting off for years," said
Damon Mason, chair of the
A&SF Review Committee.
"We have a Wild Pizza whose
roof is leaking, a student center
that has not been repaired in a
long time, a student union going up pretty soon, and the list
goes on and on. However, we
need money to do all this."
The current fee of $5 .15 is
spent by SG in the following
way: $3.90 go to the Student
Center, Recreational Services,
Student Legal Services and Student Government Services; $1
goes to an Operational Trust
Fund set up to help the coming
Student Union~ and 25 cents go

to a Campus Shuttle Trust Fund
which currently pays for the
Pegasus bus service.
The $1.80 increase would
reflect a $1.25 fee triggered by
the fact that SG has had "the
same operating budget for six
years and inflation has eroded
away our programming ability ," said Timothy Shields, intemal auditor for SG.
An additional 37 cents will
go to a repair and replacement
account, and 18 cents will be
used to provide additional resources to help fund current and
new programs.
"[The 18 cents] are to create
a small buffer," said Shields.
"This is to help us keep ahead of
inflation that way we don't have
to raise the fee every year."
Another goal of the increase
is to put even more money away
to make sure that SG will be
ready to efficiently run the new
Student Union once it is completed.
Currently, UCF has the second lowest student activity and
service fee in Florida, said Mason.

"A lot of auxiliaries and other
groups who receive funding
from student government have
been hurting because of this,"
he added. "Enrollment has increased so we get a little more
money now. But $100 now are
not what $100 were in 1987. I
know no one really wants to
pay more, but it's something we
have to do."
SG collected $2.8 million in
activity and service fees for the
1993-94 school year. The expected increase will bring that
total up to over $3.6 million.
While the Student Government committee already approved the increase, the motion
must still be approved by
LeVester Tubbs, vice-president
of student affairs, and Dr. John
Hitt, president of UCF. After
that, the proposal must go
through the board of regents
before it can be implemented
and the new fee be charged to
students.
Even though the A&SF Review Committee held at least
see A&SF, page 5
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The History of the Citibank

.

Classic Visa card and the Age of Credit

•

Card Security. In the 67th year of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit

•

card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa® card. Established on the premise that a credit card should

•

offer-24 hours a day-warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. ii With the introduction of the first Photocard, the credit card

•

bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became

•

evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First,
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on

•

more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now
Tim 1ahte1. dated u5s B.c.. 11'1/.\ 1111! rrrs1
k11011 II at /l'/llfl/ /(} {Ill/ (}/l l'S pholo V II (/ crl'dit
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choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids

had not ,l'l'I '"~'// ill l'('I//('{/ It ll'l.'l/{hed Ol '('f 5
pounds : Ind. rt did 1101 f rt msi(i· 11110 u ll'al/e1.
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was a sign of advanced intelligence.

ii The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an

•

American Rev9lution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your card
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallet5m Service could have a new card in your hands

Monarch Notes® Version:

usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The card is coming! The

With the Citibank Classic Visa card,

ii When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced

you can build a credit history before

New Deals-special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20

you reach your middle ages. And,

· card is coming!")

1

Airfare Discount for domestic flights (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order

receive special student discounts.

purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%2; and,

Call today 1-800-CITIBANK

ii Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

no annual fee.

•

•

•
•
•

your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure
you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $150~ You receive Buyers Securitysm, to cover

•

those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from
the date of purchase~ And Citibank Lifetime Warranttm, to extend the
·expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years~ Together they
give you complete coverage; and with everything else ... the Age of Credit
~'~~,~~;'?~t:',';c ",~;,~:'~,':t

Card Security.
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ii It's credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's

•

•
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services and savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to

purchase a car or even a house.

il So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call,

also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

ii If

•
•

..

after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi-

•

tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that
he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon

•

a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Offer e~pircs 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembcrs on tickets issued by !SE Flights only. 'The Annual Percentage Rate for
purchases is 15A% as of8/93 and may var~ quarterly.The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed. the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional
tinancc charge for eaL·h cash ad1·ance tr,insaL·tion equal to 2% of the amount of each cash adv-dnce trdnsaction: however. it will nut be le~s than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain
conditions and exclusions appl) . Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information . Buyers Security is underwriucn by The Zurich International UK Limited. ' Certain
restrictions anJ limitationsappl~. Cnderwritten by the :"lew Hampshire lnsurdnce Company. Service life expectancy v-Jries h~ product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry
data. Detail~ of coverdgc arc a1a1lable in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch i '.'lotes are published h~ Monarch Press. a division of Simon & Schuster.a Pardmount
Communkations Com pan~ . used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards arc issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. " 1993 Citibank (South !fdkota). N.A. Member FDIC.
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Computer services offers
training course to students
By TOM BAYSTON, Jr.
Staff Writer
Computer Services and the UCF
Computer Store are offering new computer training courses, telephone computer support to answer computer questions, advice on selecting computer
equipment and programs to buy, and
computer repair and maintenance services
"We have reorganized The Computer Store since last year to provide the
best service, support, and prices possible for the convenience of the whole
UCF community - students and faculty," Computer Store manager Alice
Hanson said. The Computer Store is
operated on an at-cost basis and charges
just enough to cover expenses and salaries, Hanson said.
New training classes are now available at the Computer Leaming Center at

Nursing professor wins FNA award
By JILL QUINZI
Staff writer

the same location. Programs cover the
most commonly-used computer applications, such as WordPerfect, Lotus 12-3, Excel, Pagemaker, and dBase III+,
in DOS or Windows versions. There is
even an "Introduction to PCs" for those
who have never touched a keyboard.
Classes are all-day, hands-on training,
and most are av~ilable in beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels. The
fees are just under $50.
Students having trouble using their
computers or programs can call computer support specialists at the ComP1:1ter Services Help Desk, who can also
answer questions about using the new
Pegasus Mail Server Network.
Those seeking more information
about computers, software, repairs, ·
training classes, Help Desk support or
Pegasus e-mail network accounts may
visit The Computer Store on campus or
call 823-5117.

. The Florida Nurses Association
present~d its 1993 nursing research
award to Dr. Mary Lou Noll, a visiting associate professor in the department of nursing at UCF, for her research in respiratory critical care and
oxygenation monitoring.
She received the award at th.e
FNA's State Convention Sept 1. FNA
presents the award to recognize a
member for conducting nursing research that influences practice, nursing education or nursing administration.
Jerry Green, president of FNA,
said "We are proud to recognize her
for the many contributions to nursing
research in the regional and national
areas and for her leadership in critical

He~lth

and Security Department
finds no problem with VA building
However, student still complains of ailments
Air, from page I

•
•

..

•

•

be comfortab]e anywhere in the
building."
Shea is still suffering from
migraine headaches and allergic reactions, despite efforts
made by the Environmental
Health and Safety Department
to change air fi1ters and test the
air qua1ity in the Visual Arts
building .
"However good the upper
level management says [the
bui1ding] is, I'm stil1 smelling
it," Shea said.
Shea said he has been suffering for seven straight weeks.

Touch-up paint
Jo Stone, a student who has
classes in the print shop has
also experienced headaches after being in the room for an
afternoon class.
Stone says sometimes the
students use automotive touchup paint, which has a very strong
odor, for their plates.
Stone said the teachers are
instructed the keep the print
shop doors closed so that the

odors do not disperse.
"Ou'r teacher is very strict
with safety regulations, b~t you
can't help it with the smell sometimes you have to open
the doors,
"There should be ventilation;
then there wouldn't be a probJem," he added.
Jim Uhlir, assistant director
of Environmental Health and
Safety, said the print shop fumes
originally were not taken into
account as a possible contributing factor to Shea's symptoms,
but that since then, the fumes
have been considered.
That' sjustthe way art is," Uhlir
remarked, "It's just like a person with allergies shouldn't go
into farming."
0

·
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14 million reasons
to find a cure.

Wolff system.tanning at

Uhlir said the cause of Shea's
symptoms is still unknown.
"We don't really know. We're
not doctors," said Uhlir.
If more complaints are made
about the Visual Arts building,
it is possible the Environmental
Health and Safety Department
will investigate further; however the department mainly
deals with employee's complaints for worker's compensation.
"We deal with each com(sign up a friend and get 2 visits free)
plaint as an individual case,"
We also do:
·Acrylic Nails
Uhlir said. Meanwhile, Shea
• Infra-Slim Body Wrap
still attends class in the Visual
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Arts building.
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
"I'm trying to take care of Saturday
9a.m. 6 p.m.
myself the best that I can, but Licensed & Certified #T-50-93
Massage Therapist #MA 0011430
I'm still getting sick," said Shea.

!1 -

•

care."
Noll' s colleagues at the Orlando
Regional Health Care Corporation
submitted her initial nomination. She
conducts her research at the corporation and takes her students there for
visits. Noll encourages her students to
apply research methods in their practice .
Noll received her bachelor' s and
master's degrees in nursing at Ohio
State University. She went on to earn
her doctorate in nursing from the University of Texas in Austin.
"It was a privilege to be recognized for my research efforts, having
only been in Florida for two years,"
she said. Noll's research, however,
has been going on since 1986.
In the future, Noll hopes to continue research in respiratory critical
care and oxygenation monitoring, her
major area of interest.

Shea's problem unclear

Everyone~

knows someone
with diabetes.
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Police crack down
on traffic violations
Some say stronger
enforcement is biased
toward UCF population
By REX HAGGARD
Staff Writer

Increased traffic enforcement on University Boulevard
and Alafaya Trail, established
to reduce reckless driving and
speeding violations, has been
questioned by students as targeting the UCF population.
"University Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail are widely known
as the main roadways that are
used by UCF stµdents," said
Ann Marie Baker, a UCF student. "I think more enforcement on these roads will unfairly signal out students." ·

Not targeted to UCF
The complaints stem from
the recent traffic enforcement
crackdown on the two roads.
• However, Orange County
Sheriff's s·p okesman Sgt.
Steven Jones said the road
blocks were not targeting university students.
"No. I don't think we are
going after students particularly," Jones said. "It is simply
the area where we have the
most complaints .. .. Of course,
the majority of people who
drive that area are probably associated with the university in
some way."

Concern voiced
The increased traffic enforcement has given some students the opportunity to voice
concern for the driving conditions around the university.
"I don't know if this road
block necessarily targets college
students,"
Stacie
Biemersma, Arts and Sciences
senator, said.
"There are several businesses in the area and plenty of
residential
communities, ~d cars tend to
drive especially fast down this
road," Biemersma said.

Business complains
Businesses surrounding the
university have also voiced
concern for the traffic flow in
the area , Sgt. Sandra
McClendon said.
The operation, Jones said,
is not a random selection of
motorists, but a consolidated

effort to reduce traffic speed.
"Quite recently we have received complaints around University Boulevard and Alafaya
Trail," Jones said, "What we
do is selective enforcement."

Selective enforcement
Selective enforcement consists of a team of traffic enforcement officers who wait
while an airborne unit, known
as the Air Bear, monitors traffic and notifies the enforcement team when a vehicle is
speeding or driving reckless Iy.
The enforcement team than
stops the vehicle and issues a
citation . This is why selective
enforcement is effective, Jones
explained, because the motorists are not aware they are being monitored.
Other than the current efforts of the Orange County
Sheriff's Office, the Florida
Highway Patrol and UCF Police Department will become
involved in the.crackdown. A
Florida highway patrol spokesperson said, "A collective traffic enforcement effort will begin on Friday, Oct. 29."

More efforts
Approximately 20 officers,
as well as the Sheriff's
Department's Air Bear, will
focus their efforts on reckless
driving, speeding, right of way,
and lane change violations during the operation, a highway
patrol spokesperson said. This
is a continued response to resident complaints as well as in- ·
creased traffi~ flow.

Road Block
The Florida
Highway Department, the
Sheriff's
Ofice, and
UCF Police
will conduct
a road block
on University
Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail
on Friday,
Oct. 29 beginning at 7
a.m.

Getting on Television is a
·"Singular" Experience!
CCrr1~llmil
IP®]])~n

and
present the

•

TV's "Funniest" New Dating Game Show!
Don't Miss Your Chance To Be Part Of The Action,
and be part of LIVE NA TlONAL C·ABL,E. T·v ·!.
Two tapings nightly • 6:30 p.m. & 9:00 p.m . .
Sundays Oct. 31 - Nov. 21 (4 WEEKS ONLY)
General Admission $5 • Preferred Seating $8
All tapings will include performances by
HILARITIES' featured comedians
Reservations are required • Limited Seating

Call HILARITIES at 363-1920
Must be 21 & Over
$5 Food or beverage minimum during show

First of 8 "Live"
Pilots for
National
Cable Television
kicks off
Sunday,
October 31 with
the ORLANDO
PREDATORS!

5251 International Drive (at International Station) • Orlando, Florida
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Students, faculty petition for return of PA chair
Hundreds of signatures have been collected in support
By TOM BA YSTON, Jr.
Staff Writer
Hundreds of signatures have been
gathered on a petition of support to
retain Dr. Robert Denhardt as chair of
the Public Administration Department.
After it became known that Denhardt
had resigned his position, "there was a
tremendous outpouring of concern from
students, faculty, and even administrators, some of whom were graduates of
his department," said Patti Hazard, who
is working on a master's degree in Public Administration.

Petition
The petition reads in part:
''The students, friends, and supporters of the UCF Department of Public
Administration demonstra~e ... strong

•

and unqualified support for Dr. Robert
Denhardt, who serves not only as Professor and Chair, but as a mentor, scholar,
and visionary for those who have made
public service our academic pursuit and
vocation. His contributions in research,
teaching, writing, and practice of excellence in government have made significant ... and very positive changes not
only in academics, but in the field of
public service in Central Florida [and
the United State~]."

Faculty support
In addition to the petition, seven of
the eight PA faculty members signed a
letter supporting Denhardt to continue
as chair. The letter was addressed to
Dean Belinda McCarthy, and copies
were presented to UCF President John
Hitt and Provost Gary E. Whitehouse.
The letter reads in part:

"Since his [Denhardt' s] arrival in
August, 1991 ... revisions to the masters
of public administration degree have
resulted in a program that is much more
comparable to the most outstanding programs in our profession."

est in the Southeast, with national and
even international prestige. She said
Denhardt has been called to speak in
five other nations on excellence in government administration.

Denliardt's achieveme·n t

Assistant to Director of Quality, Gina
Edwards, who is currently enrolled in
the MPA program said Denhardt has
brought a lot of national recognition to
the MPA program at UCF, and that she
is proud to be in the program.
Edwards also explained that
Denhardt' s personal style and involvement was responsible for the program's
advancement in such a short time. "He
actually walks the tan<, if you know
what I mean," she added.
Denhardt was attending symposiums
in Orlando and Cocoa Beach at the time
of this report and was unavailable for
comment.

Denhardt is a former president of the
American Society for Public Administration, and was elected a fellow of the
National Academy of Public Administration, a highly prestigious organization chartered by the U.S. Congress,
other fellows of which include General
Colin Powell, former chairman of the
Joint Chiefs, and several presidential
cabinet members. Denhardt has also
written several books, the latest titled In
Pursuit of Significance.
Hazard said that under Denhardt, the
PA Department has grown into the larg-

Activity
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Service
fee to
•
increase
to $6.95
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We have discounts
to help you drive down
the cost of car insurance

From $99 Full size

Allstate has car insurance discounts
that can help save you money.
Which discounts do you qualify for?
Give us a call to find ou~.

A&SF, from page I
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two public hearings to give
students an opportunity to
express their views on the
subject, less than I 00 students attended all the meetings combined.
"We spent about $I 000
in advertising since the statutes require us to let students know when such decisions are being made,"
said Mason. "But it's hard
to get students out to things
like this. It's boring to
them."

Brought national recognition

Allstate®
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UCF falls out
of Top 15 list
even though
numbers
remain contant

•

•

Top 15, from page 1
academic reputations among
college and university presidents, deans and directors of
admission."

UCF's numbers constant
Of those .surveyed, 65 percent responded.
US News & World Report
also had interns from various
colleges who called the schools
to verify data and collect information.
"Our numbers haven't significantly changed," said
McFall. " Everything is relative to other institutions."
According to Dr. Daniel
Coleman, Director of Institutional Research at UCF, during
the 1991and1992schoolyears,
UCF' s ratio of full time students to full time faculty has
remained steady at 17-1.
The average SAT score of
entering freshman at UCF has
even increased from 998 in 1991
to 1006 in 1992.
The numbers for this fall
have not yet been calculated.
But McFall did add that financing has been one of the
factors that inhibited UCFfrom
being ranked in the past. The
financial resources of the institution is one of the factors US
News & World .Report considers when deciding its rankings.
Alan Cerveny, director of
admissions at James Madison
University in Virginia, agrees
with McFall.
"We have some very impressive statistics. Unfortunately, our funding by the state
has gradually decreased,"
Cerveny said. "This usually has
an impact on rankings ."
James Madison University,
which has been ranked as high
as second in prior years, failed
to make the list in 1992, but did
appear 13th on this year's list.
"I frankly don't give these
ratings a whole lot of thought,"
Cerveny said. "What's importantaretheschoolsthatarenumber one for the students, not
what an editorial board decides."
Among national colleges
and universities, the University
of Florida was ranked 49th,
Florida State University was
ranked 79th, and the University
of South Florida was ranked
163rd out of the 450 schools
that were rated.

..
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Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U. C.F. StudenL5 with Valid I.D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Certified: Dental lmplant Prostheucs
Member. American Dental Assoc1at1on,
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for
Sports Dentistry, Flonda Dental Assoaat1on,
Greater Orlando Dental Sociery

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
~or cause of 1aw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
Call today, because this offer ends li/ 30/ 9/i

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Team Dentist: UnlvtrsllJ ot'Cenlnll Florlda 1

Call 282-2101

It ts ou r office policy that the patient and any other person responsi ble for payment has the nght to refu.c to pay, ca ncel puyme nt, or be re1mbur.cd for payment for any other scrvu.:e, exa mination, or trealmenl which b

performed as a result of and within 72 ho ur' of responding to the advcmscmenl fo r the free, d l<e:ounted fee, or reduced fee service, examtnallon, or treatment
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University sets up new grade
policy for freshman English

• Telephone registration begins Nov. 1
•Early registration: Nov. 1-12
•Regular registration: Jan. 6-7
•
•
•

- •late registration: Jan. 11-12
For more information call the Registrar's Office at
(407) 823-3100

New Senate holds first meeting,
discusses retreat, committees
By JENNIFER LUPO
Staff Writer

•

•

•

With only five weeks left in
fall semester, the newly elected
UCF Senate had its first meeting Oct. 22.
Among the issues discussed
were the format the meetings
will take, the new Student
Union and its funding and
nominations and elections to
select Senate committees.
The meeting was called to
order at 6:40 p.m. by Joe Justin, Senate president and Student Government vice-president. After a brief introduction, the senators were sworn
in by Judicial Council Chief
Justice Don Doyle and roll was
called with 41 of the 48 senators present.
Justin then proceeded to review the format of the meetings to the Senate. He also
explained to the senators that
there is a senate workroom in
the SG office and that each of
them had a mailbox in the office. This mailbox will hold
information such as new bills
to be discussed in the Senate or
other information pertinent to
the senators.
The senators were also in-

formed about the Senate retreat that will take place this
. weekend at Homosassa
Springs. The senators were
told this was not a mandatory
meeting but were toid that this
retreat was established to give
them a chance to get to know
each other.
Next, senators were nominated for committees. The
committees discussed were the
Clubs and Organizations committee, the Activity and Service Fee committee and the
Scholarship committee.
The Clubs and Organizations committee is in charge of
allocating !JlOney from the budget to different groups on campus. Members are Stacey
Remersma, Heather Wilson,
Shannon Pounds, Frank
Amoros, Clay Crockett and the
alternate is John Davies.
The Activity and Service
Fee committee, in charge of
allocating the entire $2.6 million budget collected from students fees, meets once a week
on Sunday afternoons and the
meetings last between three and
six hours. Senators are required
to attend every meeting. Any
absences will result in dismissal
from the committee. This committee consists of Robert
Stevens, Brynn Barnett and

Having trouble making the
grade in Freshman Composition?
A new grade policy has
been approved by the Faculty
Senate effective this fall which
adopts an A, B, C, F, NC (no
credit) grading scale.
Dr. Karhleen Bell, director
of Composition, saw the need
for a grading adjustment.
"Other universities where
I have worked had al.ready
adopted the C or better grading scale for Freshman
Comp.," Bell said.
The new grading policy allows students who "put forth
consistent effort but whose
writing skills are deficient" to
receive an NC instead of an F.
The NC does not factor
into the student's GPA, and
the credits do not count toward graduation requirements.

Students who "do not put
forth consistent effort, either
in their work or their attendance,'' will receive an F,
which will be factored into
their GPA.
"If you come to class, turn
in assignments on time, and
make and effort for decent
work," Bell said, "you are
putting forth consistent effort."
Since students are required to fulfill the Gordon
Rule standards with a C or
better, if they receiye an F,
they would have to use the
grade forgiveness policy toward freshman comp.
The new policy was
adopted to give students
with less than average writing skills a chance to improve without being penalized.
"We really don't want
anyone who can't get a C or
better in freshman comp.
going on to upper level
courses," Bell said.

- l oMikEddiES ·

Toll Free: 1-800-392-8253

By ROBIN LONGAKER
Staff Writer

Rob Morris with Gordon
Adams as the alternate.
The last committee to be
voted upon was the scholarship committee which is in
charge of setting standards for
scholarships and allocating
amounts of money. The committee members are Schumetta
McLendon, John Henderson
and Jodi DuBois.
During the meeting, Chris
Marlin, SG president, addressed the Senate an-d explained that UCF President
John C. Hitt had signed on to
the Capital Improvement
Trust Fund (CITF). CITF,
Marlin explained, allocates
money to the state schools
for school improvement. He
explained that allocations
like this provided for the
building of a Student Union
on the UCF main campus.
He also e_x plained that future plans ·for such allocations include a new baseball
stadium, a new Recreational
Services building and building a Greek Village.
There will be no Senate
meeting Oct. 28 because of
the upcoming retreat. Meetings will resume the following Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
the University Dining
Room.

TRAvd & EVENTS CoondiNATOR
~-

Phone (407) 677-9285 ·
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,
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"A Leisure Resource Company"

ThePrudentaal ~
THE PRUDENTIAL, the country's largest insurance
and financial services company, is seeking several people
who desire a professional and upwardly mobile career in
sales, marketing and management. Starting salary up to
$500/week. Excellent benefits and a 2 year training
program. Business and college background preferred.
Potential of $25,000-$50,000 +a year. Join us at The
Prudential Training Center, 3200 S. Hiawassee Road,
Orlando on November 2nd at 6:30 p.m. for a free career
information seminar on the insurance and financial
services profession. To reserve seating, please call Doris
Bumford at (407) 292-4811.

IF YOU THINK CALCULUS
IS TOUGH\.TRY COOKING
DINNER tVERY NIGHT•

life's too short.
•

12 menu items for under $3

•

And unlimited breadsticks with every dine-in entree

•
Leadership Conference Education Fund, Inc.

fi:!j

Real Italian Real Fast
6Orlando locations
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NEWS BITS

(Armando Solares/ Future)

· Dr. Bill Callarman speaks about "Motivation and Your Future" to a group of students
attending the Student Affairs Week events. SA Week took place from Oct. 18- 22 with
the purpose of attracting prospects to careers in the field. Events included a series
of lectures and television programs shown at the Education building. The week was
also promoted through posters, flyers and shows around campus.

,, ~

Student Affairs Week attempts to .
attract more students·to field
By KISHA DUNN
Staff Writer
"Ask me about a career in
Student Affairs" reads the buttons worn by the Student Affairs staff during UCF's Student Affairs Career Week.
From Oct. 18 to 22, UCF's
StudentAffairsdivision, along
-with -~i....i-·:sraduate Studies,
'toil( prart' in a nation-wide eelebration of the careers that Student Affairs has to offer.
"Very often when people
findoutaboutthecareersavailable, they choose a career in
StudentAffairs .... Wearehighlighting the options that are
available to them," Jameer
Abass, head of Evening and
Weekend Services, a division
of Student Affairs, said.
In order to publicize the
careers available in Student
Affairs, Evening and Weekend

Services set up display cases
containing brochures, posters
and fliers in the Administration building .
Video loops showing student affairs materials were set
up in the Education building.
There was also a display table
set up outside the .UCF bookstore.
Employees were on hand at
each event to discuss their jobs
with interested students.
Dr. Jon .Dalton, the vice
presidentforStud~ntAffairsat

Florida State University discussed" Issues in Student Affairs" Monday. Dr. Bill
Callarman from UCF's College of Business Adminisfration spoke about" Motivation
and Your Future" Friday.
"The tum-out was good for
both presentations .. ; we had a
fair share of people asking
about careers in Student Affairs," Abass said.

This is the first time UCF
has participated in the National
Student Affairs Career Week.
The goals for Career
Week were to "foster interest in and promote careers
for students, to foster appreciation and inform the
campus community about
Student affairs and to celebrate and acknowledge the
profession," Denise Moore
of the Career Resource Center said,
The Student Affairs decision at UCF is divided into
three departments. They are
Student Life, Student Development, and Student Services.
Included in Student affairs are Student Services,
Housing, Counseling and
Testing, the Creative
School, Veteran Affairs, and
many more student-oriented
services.

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
n600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS

1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Clubhouse
•
2 pools & sauna
·•
Complete fitness center •
Sand volleyball court
•
Lighted tennis court
•
Lighted basketball court •
2 laundry facilities
•
•

Directions: From University Blvd.,
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

. Breakfast bars
25 acres oi wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

• Quotes, UCF' s advertising and public relations club, will host a resume and interview workshop with area professionals. The event is designed
to help students prepare for
graduation, and to teach
whatemplyers want. Topics to be discussed will be:
resume preparation, interviewing techniques and
how to apply for a job. The
workshop wil be open to
the public. It will be held
Wednesday, Oct. 27, in the
Humanities and Fine Arts
building, room 206. Interested students may contact
Charles LaPradd at 277-

5897.
• Flu shots will be given
at the UCF health center
between 9 and 11 a.m. and
from 2 to 5 p.m. The cost
will be $9 for students and
$12 for faculty and staff.
• Habitat for Humanity will have a meeting
Wednesday, Oct. 27 at 5
p.m. in the Student Organizational Lounge. The organization will be establishing a"UCF chapter and
needs people to help build

houses and help with
fundraising. Those interested may contact Volunteer UCF at 823-2611.
• Student Government
has planned an" Open Forum" with President. Hitt
in the Wild Pizza Nov
2,from 11 :30 a.m. to approximately 1 p.m. Hitt will
address students and conduct a question and answer
session. Everyone is invited
to the forum and refreshments will be provided.
• UCF donated over
200 pints of blood to the
CentralFloridaBloodBank
in its fall 1993 drive. The
bank used the blood to replenish its supply, which
had reached a low level. To
build the excitement for the
drive, SG sponsored a contest among the faculty, students and staff. The winners, by a wide margin,
were students. Chris Marlin, SG president, will receive a trophy from th blood
bank on its behalf.
Another competition is in
the works for January.
Compiled by Jill Quinzi

shAOJROCK
BeveRAc;e
UCf'SrAHTYSTOHE

Busch
and
Busch Light
Suitcases
•
shACDROCk BeVeRAc;e
LOCATED IN THE UN1VERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO
KINK.O'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION
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Injustice is served
in Reginald Dennytrial
We are constantly being reminded that violence has
reached an all-time high in America This is pemaps best
illustrated by a California jury's decision that smashing a
man's skull with a brick amounts to nothing more than a
misdemeanor.
The above mentioned jury recently found two black
men, Damian Williams and Henry Watson, not guilty of
attempted murder in the beating of the white truck driver
Reginald Denny during the May 1992 Los Angeles riots.
Of the 15 counts facing the two men, the jury returned just
one felony and four misdemeanors convictions. Why
weren't the men convicted?
The prosecutor said, 'The jury returned a verdict of
peace, not necessarily a verdict of justice." Though it is
doubtful that any trial will cause riots like those that
occurred after the first King trail, the images of burning
buildings and looters running wild in the streets will no
doubt linger in the minds of all future jurists who must
decide highly controversial racial cases.
Apparently, defense lawyers for Williams and Watson
convinced the jury that their clients had not intended to kill
Denny, although anyone who has viewed the videotape of
the incident can reasonably ascertain that Williams and
Watson definitely meant to kill Denny. Everyone except
the twelve men and women of the jury.
Perhaps the most absurd aspect of the case was that
defense attorney Earl Broady argued that his client was ~
actually trying to protect Denny. He said that when the
videotape is examined carefully, his client can be seen
with "[his] foot gingerly on the neck ... and he was doing
something to protect Mr.Denny from further assault."
Last year, four white police.officers were acquitted of
most of the charges brought against them in the beating of
the black motorist Rodney King. The Justice Department
exercised its power and filed civil rights charges against
two of the officers, w_ho were subsequently convicted.
It seems only logical, then, that the Justice Department
does the same thing in the Denny case. White people have
civil rights too, and the evidence overwhelmingly shows
that the attack was racially motivated.
The argument can, and has, been made that the Justice
Department was justified in filing civil rights charges in
the King case because the defendants were police officers,
but not against the defendants in the Denny case, who
were ordinary citizens. True, police officers are sworn to
uphold the law and should be prosecuted when they break
it, but by not filing civil rights charges against Williams
and Watson, a double standard is being set. Jn other
words, it's not okay for police officers to abuse a man's
civil rights, but it is okay for ordinary people to do so.
The verdicts in the King and Denny trials both seemed
to have been based on rather troubling principals. In the
King case, the white police officers were .acquitted
because they were somehow justified in using excessive
force on a helpless man. Indirectly, the message sent was
that police officers need not follow the rules.
Jn the Denny trial, the two defendants were acquitted
because they were supposedly caught up in the rage and
anger of the riots, and thus were not responsible for their
actions.
A poor decision by a jury in the King trail was mitigated by the Justice Department's intervention, and so
could the Denny trial. Justice should be colorblind; not just
for black victims, but for white ones as well.
News Editor
Sports Editors
Entertainment Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Orlando Sanchez
Jenny Duncanson, Trace Trylko
Tim Wassberg
Brian Costello
Cynthia Conlin
Michael DeHoog
Dack Nehring
David G. Barnett

Play CAB's "$13,000 Pyramid"

:~~;~~~~~::~~~;~~:~~~~~~~:~ • • l lt
game. The money has to be spent to somehow benefit
your education or the general enhancement of UCF. '
This money can basically be spent in anyway selfish or not-toward campus life in whatever manner
you se~ fit. ON YOUR MARK, GET SET, GO!!
Now, while the game show music plays in the background .and your mind shifts and sorts the plethora of
countless wonderful ideas on how to spend the most
enormous sum of cash you have ever laid eyes on, I will
add one tiny little detail.
Please don't let what I'm about to say distract you in
any way from imagining what the feeling of having that
much pure capital to devote toward your numerous
fellow students at UCF. The final clause in the deal, or
the fine print, is that you cannot, I repeat, cannot give the
money to a band called Saigon Kick for not performing
on campus.
I know you're thinking about how silly this may
seem, but since it has already been done, you aren't
allowed to do it. You see, the Campus Activities Board
has already spent $13,000 featuring the world's most
famous band, Saigon Kick, as well as several other bands
not to play.
Okay, stop thinking of ways to spend the money. I am
sure you thought of many different places the money
could go. Did you spend it on your tuition for four years
ofcollegeplusgraduateschool?Didyou wanttocontribute the money to the general scholarship fund. Maybe
you thought of having as many really talented local
bands as you could find play on campus for five days
straight to give the students enjoyable music while they
walk to class. If you thought of any one of these or
perhaps numerous others I commend you. Yet, I am
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12243 University Blvd. Orlando, Florida 32817
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Publisher/Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer
Managing Editor
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Business Manager
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lost. For as I alluded to earlier, the money is gone.
Yes, that is correct, your only consolation prize is the
reassurance of the fact that you're peacefully unaware of
how or why your student allocated funds are being spent.
Along with this feeling, a calm cool sensation should
followwhenldotellyouhow UCFspent$13,000ofyour
money almost two week~ ago.
While you were at work trying to earn enough money
for rent and the power bill, the Campus Activities Board
spent $13,000 on a concert that did not happen.
Sure it was a rain-or-shine event and it rained. OK, I
can understand canceling a concert due to the fear of an
even greater liability due to severely bad weather.
Well, it is pretty hard to swallow, but I am sure the
responsible parties have claimed full responsibility for
such a major error in planning.Nope, guess ag~.
If you want to know where the blame fell, you'll have
to look to the sky for the answer. Or perhaps try to nail it
down on fear, because these were the only two·reasons
given in the all-too-enlightening article in the school
newspaper.
With this in mind, I do feel a lot better. After all, I
chose to blame Mother Nature, and since today was such
a sunny, warm day, I guess that this is her little way of
saying, "I am really sorry for the bad weather."
I would like to thank you for playing along with my
little game. I would like to add that I have not posed any
solutions to this problem for one reason. As a student of
UCF,Ifeel that it is up to you to cast judgment or to evoke
changes.
My course of action was to share my thoughts with
you. My feelings on this matter are anger, and perhaps
even greater, an overwhelming sense of disgust.
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Parents need to be informed about TV violence
Should networks begin airing parental advisories before violent or sexually explicit television programs?
That question is being asked by many people in response
to increasingly violent behavior in children.
Is television responsible for this? For parents who
think it is, these warnings will assist them in finding out
what is inappropriate for their kids to see.
Providing warnings on violent programs is not censorship. This will merely help out those parents who do not
like to see their preschoolers wielding toy guns at each
other. It is ridiculous to assume that all the violence seen
on television does not affect children negatively. When
you see kids kicking the crap out of each other and get the
explanation "I'm Michelangelo!," you really start to
wonder. Even a show that is supposed to be for children
is based totally on violence.
As for the kid who set fire to his house, I just want to
know who let him watch "Beavis and Butt-head" in the
first place. Even ifthey were the cause of the kid's interest
in fire (which I doubt, I'm sure the kid had seen his mom
light up billions of times), whoever was in charge of him
should have been responsible for his TV-viewing habits.

(finally) requiring that we take notice of how this violence affects young children. Kids at that age believe,
without question, what they see and hear. It is up to adults
to decide what is appropriate for their kids to believe.
Should they conclude that it is okay to fight or even shoot
Don't get me wrong, I am not in favor of getting rid of anyone who makes them mad? Or should they learn that
everyone's favorite delinquents. I find them pretty funny it is better to deal with problems in a way that will benefit
myself. However, I don't think they should be on the everyone.
It seems to be the trend to blame someone else for your
recommended viewing list for kindergartners. MTV
own
mistakes, and why not? The payment can be big
never claimed that Beavis and Butt-head were the human
when
taken to court. But why not just be aware of what
equivalents of Barney and his pal Baby Bop. Anyone
who watches the show can see it is obviously not in- your kids are being exposed to in the first place?
If Beavis and Butt-head did not exist, would this
tended for a young audience.
horrible
accident have happened anyway? Probably.
These parents need to wake up, smell the propane, and
If the child had been supervised, would he ever have
start taking responisbility fortheir own kids. Although it
gotten access to a lighter? Probably not.
would be great for the networks to give warnings on
If the child had never been allowed to watch "Beavis
certain programs, it is ultimately up to the parents to and Butt-head," these questions would not even have to
decide what their child watches.
be asked.
Th~se new guidelines can only help the situation.
In closing, the wisdom of Motley Crue's Vince Neil
Nobody is telling the networks to take violent sho\\-s off seems to be quite appropriate (as it often is):
of the air. Nobody is asking the Americ~ public to give
"If you don't know what you kids are watching,
up its daily dose of blood, guts and gore. Someone is only you're pretty rotten parents anyway!"

Let yourself be heard.

Got something to say? Want people to lmow about it? Write a letter
to: OpinionEditorc/o The Central Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, 32817.

In Limbo

Tony Whitten

Clinton's foreign policy makes America impotent
The Clinton administration's defense and foreign
policy reflect a weak and indecisive stance. This willj
weaken United States influence and power in the international arena.
According to a report by the Electronics Industry .
Association's Ten Year Forecasting Committee, drastic
reductions in armed forces and defense personnel will
continue into the next century. Defense conversion,
through the Federal Technology Reinvestment Project,
has and will continue to provide minimum aid for the
economic plummet.
"With no end in sight to Pentagon budget cuts,
defense contractors must continue to reduce their work
forces to survive," said Renso Caporali, Chairman of
Grumman Corporation, and a EIA committee member.
Industry leaders believe 1993 is the worst year in the
post-Cold War era. Nine-hundred thousand jobs have
been lost since 1987, and an estimated 700,000 more jobs
will be lost by 1999. The EIA forecast says the defense
budget will be reduced 24 percent from $264 to $201
billion, and NASA's budget will be reduced 15 percent
from $14.55 to $12.7 billion, by 2003.
Though Orlando defense contractors hold high-rated
projects, such as the Martin Marietta/Harris Corporation
Comanche Helicopter and Gruman' s Joint STARS battlefield radar program, no programs are "safe" from termination according to Laurence B. White, Rockwell International executive. Publicized layoffs of Gruman and
Martin Marietta employees announced in the Orlando
Sentinel, and the closing of the Orlando Naval Training

Orlando's need for high-paying, manufacturing and
technology-based employers; without them we would all
be working in the low-salary service sector.
Amazingly, .all these cuts are occurring in one of the
most violent and threatening periods for democracy. The
dictatorial Haitian government has disallowed U.S. troops,
serving as United Nations development forces, to land.
Supporters of the Cedras regime have threatened and
attacked U.S. ambassadors and journalists; some have
even been arrested and threatened with execution.
Clinton's response has been to recall the U.S.S. Harlan
County and to cancel the trip of the U.S.S. Fairfax
County; both ships were ordered to land in Haiti.
Clinton, who originally ordered American troops to
attack Warlord Adid's forces and to arrest him, has
recently extended a masked invitation to him for peace.
Now our President seems unclear, but willing to "work
with" Adid for a peace plan. Such acts lack authority and
show that the leader of the free world will back off
whenever threatened, even by weaker powers. Our shrinking defense commitment also sends a message that the
United States is unable to continue as world leader.
This is not the wish of the American people, but that
of an administration that is not in touch with its constituents. Clinton's low poll ratings show that the fault lies

in his attitude.
How can a president with a questionable record of
military service who oposed the military (during the
Vietnam conflict), be expected to lead U.S. forces into an
anned engagement?
Clinton's refusal to accept responsibility hinders his
rofe as Commander in Chief. Accountability flows
through the official chain ofcommand-ifa commander's
subordinate falters then he must face the consequences.
Mr. Clinton continually cries, "It's npt my fault."
His administration claimed the Waco incident was
Attorney General Janet Reno's decision, though Reno is
on Clinton's cabinet. Clinton claimed ex-appointee Loni
Gueneer failed to mention her tax improprieties, even
though he should have been more knowledgeable of her
actions. When Les Aspin, Clinton's Secretary of Defense, was asked why the proper security procedures'
weren't implemented, after 17 American soldiers died in
Somalia, he said the administration saw no need at the
time. How is there no need for security in a civil-war torn
nation with definite anti-American sentiments? No pubJic apology was ever made to the soldier's families.
Clinton's attitude in regards to the military, cutting ii ts
resources when threats to freedom continue to flourish
and backing down whenever U.S. actions are challenged, shows a leader who can only lead America to
failure.
Compromise and negotiation will not deter Saddam
Hussein or General Adid, only a strong military will.

(
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Ethnicity should not be confused with racism
'

)

It wasn't much past l la.m.
last Thursday when I left the
Visual Arts building, in my
usual bad mood, en route to
my car so I could head straight
home and return to bed, when
a girl, a white girl, about 18,
smiled at me across the parking lot. My mood allowed
only a smirlc in return, as I
dreamtofsinkingintoadeep,
relaxing sleep below my warm, fabric-softened sheets. I
continued towards my car.
"Aren't you Shannon Martin?" the girl asked.
''Damn!" I thought to myself. I changed my facial
expression. "He11o."
"You, like, write for the paper, don't you?"
In<Xided.
.
"'Where I Live,' right?"
''Close enough." I just wanted to go home.
''You're a racist!"
"Yeah, that's whatl am." I was notaboutto argue with this
girl who obviously reads my titles, but never the actual
article.
''You never write about anything but Black people.
Why?''
I wanted to say "because Black people rule" justto piss her
off. Instead, I explained to her, in as gentle of a manner as I
knew how, that her blatant ignorance is going to get her killed
someday. My statement, as strong as it was, served its
purpose. She simply rolled hereyes, tossed hernappy ,knotty
hair, and walked.
For my readers who, like this girl, do not understand
WHERE I'M FROM when I write essays concerning
African-American experiences in a white society, there IS
purpose, there IS meaning,.there IS a goal.

I

I

Everyone in this country has learned to assimilate. Whether
consciously or unconsciously, every race, color, and ethnic
group has creolized, or combined, some aspect of his or her
heritage with that of another culture. Simply said, it is
impossible for a Haitian, a Greek, or an Italian to come to the
United States and not inherit any customs or traditions
practiced here. Language, religion, food, clothes, and everything else that could possibly distinguish people by race or
ethnicity begins to blend with other cultures. This is not to say
that the Italian abandons his ethnicity. In fact, the form of his
or her cultural practices may change, but the meaning
remains the same, and vice versa. Hence the term "ItalianAmerican."
African-Americans are no different. We have, also,
learnedtoacceptmanytraditionsthatarenotnativetoAfrica.
My articles concerning ethnic T-shirts and black pride
simply illustrate the experiences and knowledge that African-Americans have gained through learning to mainstream
into a society that has been resistant for so long. This being
the truth, I 90 not understand how this girl arrived at the
conclusion that I am anti-white.
The irony in this situation ·is that I am being called a "sellout" by blacks and a "racist" by whites. Not only is this ironic,
but it's also humorous, since this contradiction may lead one
to believe that I am not the one with the problem. I have been
encouraged to apologize to my fellow African-Americans
for my family's financial success, and my failure to walk,
talk, and dress like the stereotype, and also to whites who
consider me a highfalutin, troublemaking Negro boy who
doesn't know when to stop. This chaos is the cause of my

conscious effort to assimilate, while also retaining and
appreciating my African-American culture.
Bill Thompson, authoroflast week's Letter to the Editor,
is a prime example of a person who would be tickled pink if
all ethnic groups ceased to acknowledge and practice their
own cultures. Ifyou reread my article, Mr. Thompson, please
note that I never accused any white person wearing a 'White
Pride" T-shirt to be racist. I was explaining that a ''white
thing" is yet to be defined. I thoroughly explained my point
of view, and instead of you doing the same, you chose to
present a rude, sarcastic retaliation full of invalid arguments.
What the hell d~ 'The Man" profiting off black pride have
anything to do with my article?Nicetry,Mr. Thompson, but
next time, step to me correctly then maybe I'll give you the
respect you deserve.
_
America has been labeled ''The Melting Pot," and when
this term was coined, the country bowed gratefully and
enthusiastically embraced the idea. I do not agree. In a
melting pot, many ingredients are added, but they all lose
their individual identity. Does this really describe America?
A salad bowl may be more appropriate. Several ingredients
are added, then tossed together, but each retains its original
appearance anct texture, and, in most cases, the flavors
compliment one another to create something wonderful. A
much better description of America.
Our ability to creolize cultures and accept other religions
and traditions while maintaining distinct, distinguishable
ethnicityis,Mr. Thompson, whatmakesthisagreatcountry. It seems almost ridiculous thatthat girl shouldcriticiz.e me for
refusing to abandon my racial pride, and considering that
none of my articles concerned racism, but rather the roots of
black pride, which is not the same, this girl discredits her own
conclusions about my character.
Nobody expects everyone to understand everyone else,
but refusing to try is where the friction lies.
Later, nits.

I

Letters

Regarding Rodda's conflict with Partch, Student believe it because I am not Greek, with your coverage>0f
SG President Addresses Non-Traditional Students
I have experienced many frustrations in the course of Government apologizes for any insensitivity that was Homecoming.You showed two pages of pictures, a chart
this fall's Student Senate elections. Most of those frustra- displayed toward your demographic or any other campus showing the overall winners, an article on a cancelled
tions have been due to my insistence that the executive group. Rodda' s comments to Portch were unprofessional concert (which was focused primarily around the loss of
branch maintain a great distance from the election pro- and are not defensible. The non-traditional student popu- $13,000, and not Homecoming), and that was it. You
cess. The fact of the matter is that, although a "hands-off' lation at UCF is extermely irpportant to the university's neglected to even NAME the King and Queen of our
approach to these elections was a noble thought, the metropolitan mission and regional service base. Like- Homecoming, an overall shoddy job in my opinion.
Melissa Wilson
executive is responsible for the success or failure of the wise, non-traditional students are integral in the successLegal Studies
elections. At the very least, that responsibility is born of ful execution and pursut of student service. Student
my duty to appoint the Election Commission to indepen- Government has a history of encouraging, supporting,
Editor Note: We also said the football team defeated
dently conduct the elections. The duty to appoint the and representing non-traditional studentsa. Rodda, a
Samford in the Homecoming Game, when in fact the
body includes naming who will serve as Chief Election non-traditional student, understands the comments he Golden Knights subjected the Western Illinois
made were inconsistent with the nature and mission of Leathernecks to a whipping of brutal proportions.
Commissioner.
Student
Government.
John Rodda, the Chief Election Commissioner, served
Please know that Charles Partch has been inited to
also under the last Student Government administration.
His performance in that position, though challenged by provide substantive input into the election reform project, Why Students Don't Vote in SG Elections
This letter is in response to the article titled
vague and flawed statutes, has been well above the norm as are all interested parties.
"Student
Government must address low-voter turnout"
in both quality and efficiency. Rodda is largely responChris Marlin
sible for the dramatic increase of numbers of applicants
Stlident Government President from page 9 in the Oct. 20 issue. This letter is directed to
all those involved in Student Government.
for this year's Commission. Rodda also deserves much
If you think that 95 percent of the student body didn't
of the credit for the selection of such a diverse Commis- School Spirit: Not just for Greeks
vote because of apathy, think again! Have you seen any
sion.
time
of the year when the campus looks more like a trash
I
am
very
upset
with
the
cartoon
in
the
Oct.
20
issue
However, John Rodda will cease being an elections
dump
than before these elections? You seem more
commissioner following the current Senate run-offs. of The Future. I don't have a problem with the Greek
Before vacating his position completely, he has pledged system. However, I do have a problem with the notion interested in plastering your names (minus pertinent
to assist the executive branch in formulating a compre- that only Greeks have school spirit. Your artist seems to information) in every visible spot on campus than you
hensive election reform package. His experienct? and have a distinct Greek bias. Yes, homecoming seems to be are about letting students know what you do.
Students must have easy access to the information
surrounded by the Greek system, but the Greeks are not
expertise will be an asset to such an effort.
qeed in order to consider why one candidate may be
they
In
fact,
I
rarely
saw
a
single
the
only
ones
who
participate.
There is a matter at hand, however, that must be
better
than another. Only thenwill students "bother" to
addressed before we look forward to reform. It revolves Greek wearing the school letters. I have plenty of school
around the allegations of Charles Portch, a non-tradi- spirit and I don't need to be a part of the Greek system in vote.
James C.Fliess
tional student at the Brevard campus, and a conflict order to prove it so please t~ll your artist to give it a rest.
Computer
Science
I was also disappointed, although you may not
between him and John Rodda. Regarding Charles' allegations against the Commission, any oversights made by
the Commission did not affect the material outcome of
the Senate elections. They are, in fact, more an indictment of the candidates' disregard for process and procedures than negligence on the part of the Commission. In We encourage readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than 300
words, and must include the author's name, major and must be signed. The editorial staff reserves
some scenario involving Commission mistakes, howthe
right to edit letters for space. Letters can be sent to The Central Florida Future, P.0. Box 25000,
ever, I emphasize again that the election statutes are
Orlando, FL 32816 or brought to our office on the corner of Gemini Boulevard and Libra Drive.
flawed and cause more problems than they are worth.
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ASAP-Female nonsmoker roommate 2 BR/2 BA, W/D, Duplex,
Oviedo, $280, 1/2 util. 365-9721.

GREEK COR,ER
I

Nissan-1989 240SX, black, 5·
speed, new clutch, brakes, starter,
computer. 66K. Asking $7,700.
Robert 678-7415 or 657-1183. Car
runs incredible.

Kappa Delta
Thanks l:AE for a great HomecomFemale roommate wanted to share
ing!! KA loves you! Memphis ladies, house with male & female. Own 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
we know it was great! Congrats to room & bath, $
240 + 113 utilities, Vespa Motor scooter, yr 1975, Italy's
our new sisters, we love you all! KA 658-1222.
finest. 700 original miles, $1,500.00.
Golf Classic Nov. 21 ! Be there! Have
Call 323-8459.
i- - - a great week!
r - - - - - - -- - - - - - - l
1 - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - i Female nonsmoker, $250+1 /3 util.,
'85 Toyota Truck, Great Condition,
W&D, Garage, 9 min. away from
Alpha Kappa Psi
AC, $2,750 O.B.O., 273-2765.
please
call
382-5339
or
campus,
Hey Bro, AK'I' thanks for the support at the Walkathon, Dean's Fo- 240-7560, ask for Sonia.

AA Cruise & Travel Jobs. Earn
$2,500/mo + travel the world free!
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Cruise lines now hiring for busy
holiday, spring and summer seasons. Guaranteed employment! Call
(919) 929-4398 ext. 21.
DENTAL RECEP-2 part-time positions avail: 7-10:30 a.m. on M, Tu,
Th and afternoons Mon thru Thur.
Goldenrod office. Call after 6 p.m.
695-2006.

Oct.

27,1993

Greeks & Clubs
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST 1
WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority
or club. Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a free T-shirt just for calling 1•
800-932-0528 ext. 75.

11PISTS
WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538

rum , Bro. Retreat, don't forget about
Academic papers/resumes. Rea1988 Pontiac Grand Am, Blue with
the volleyball game on Mondays,
sonable rates. Near UCF & VCC.
Blue interior, 69,000 miles. Air, auto
and let the females play. Don't for277-6946.
and cruise, car in great shape, call
get about officer election on the 7th
788-2740; $3,800.
of Nov. Great speaker this past
1 or 2 people to take over Collegiate TYPING SERVICES: Term papers,
Sunday, Johnny thanks again for Apartment for rent, lake view, walk
Village Inn Lease. $487.50/mo. per manuscripts, reports, theses, etc.
the party after the Homecoming from UCF, $425/month, 349-2723.
person w/meal plan & maid service. Work done quickly and efficiently.
game. Let's get ready for i-----------~
Call
380-2026, x3161.
Spell check used on all papers.
Caddyshack Party & the Golf TourHunters
Reserve
$595
2
BD/Bth
1
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 240-6371.
ney. Let's sign those books & make
those interviews before the second min. from UCF. As of 1211 washer/
Child care-2 girls; 2 to 6:30 p.m.
fraternity event; it's almost over, dryer, vaulted ceiling, microwave, Lawn and yardwork. Downtown
Mon to Fri; non-smoker; must have A+ Typing and Word Processing
beautiful,
366-8511.
Orlando,
approximately
two
days
a
glad to be a Bro.
car;
reference required; call 677- Qualityworkthat'sfastand affordable!
month-experience preferred.
Papers, resumes and more
1717.
$8.
00
per
hour.
898-8082.
Fast • Easy • Free
Delta Sigma Pi
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l All work done on laser pririter
Apts •Homes• Condos
Delta Sigma Pi would like to welMore than 13 years experience
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! Indi(407) 657-8282
come Kevin Maddron as tonight's
PIT 25+ hours a month $4.50/hr, viduals and Student Organizations Call today: 366-7123
speaker. Remember, major fundLocated close to UCF
could end up in full-time position,
wanted to promote the Hottest
raiser this weekend. Have a happy
call Ray at Apartment Locators M- Spring Break Destinations, call the i - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
Halloween! PROUD TO BE A
F at 657-8282.
nation's leader, Inter-Campus Pro- TYPING SERVICE: Term papers,
DELTA SIG!
letters, resumes, reports and other
1------------~ grams, 1-800-327-6013.
documents. Quality work! Fast serDelta Gamma
vice! Call Amy 678-2973.
Student Government Graphic
Thanks AXA for a great Homecom- 286 AT computer, 1 meg ram, 4

FOR RENT

HELPTYANIFD

FOR SALE

ing! ~rand AXA are #1 ! We ruled
the school!! Enough said.

megHD,31/2, 51/4floppies, monochrome EGA monitor, $300.00.
Rob, 359-8235.

CLUB INFO
PHI ALPHA DELTA practice LSAT
Sat. Oct. 30, $5.00. For more information, 672-0484.

Queen-size futon bed, excellent
condition, $125, negotiable, 6784494.
i - - - - - - - -- - - - - <

1 - - - - - - - - - - ------i

Tired of renting? Own for less!
Spacious 1/1 w/huge walk-in closets, fully equipped kitchen, window
covers, screened balcony overlooks
quiet courtayrd! Off Goldenrodseconds to shopping; minutes to
UCF & WP! Call Janice or Brad862 _80001

Coordinator
Student Government is looking for
a responsible individual with excellent graphic design experience, proficient with the Macintosh computer,
using programs such as Microsoft
Word, Pagemaker and Aldus
FreeHand. Schedule can be · arranged around classes, must be
flexible. Up to 15 hours a week.
Come by Student Government today to complete an application.
Deadline is Nov. 3, 1993.

LOST&FOUND
LOST: First pair prescription glasses
on campus 10/18. In "For Eyes"
case. Please call Robin 678-5389 if
you have seen them-I can't afford
a replacement.

SER.VICES

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all you student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Same day
service avail. We've moved, call for
info. 277-9600.

Term papers and resumes at TERRIFIC rates, 281-8888. M-S 9-9.
WP5.1 and Desktop.

UCF Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Student Union meets reg.-call Jon
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.
@ 382-7943. Diversity Week Nov.
t-------------1
1-7, Join us on the Green Nov. 3rd.
NEED A DJ?
Annual fall picnic Sunday, Nov. 7th.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up Then try NEW STYLE DJs at 281- T
671 7830
to $2,000+/mo. Summer and Ca- 3962. Specializing in techno, club,
yping-call Nancy at
·
happy Halloween UCF-C-ya!
r-- - - -- -- - - - s - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
hip-hop.
Five years with UCF. Reasonable
reer employment available. No exrates.
UCF DIVE CLUB-WE'RE DA Like-new bedroom set: dresser, perience necessary. For more in- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - ------11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _--1
SCUBA FOLKS!
nite-stand, headboard, fits full/ formation 1-206-634-0468 ext.
Test Anxiety/School Difficulties
Academic papers-WP 5.0 all
b o. , 38 1-3657, page C5418 .
Diving every weekend! Coming queen, $150 o ..
styles, Susanne Rogers, BA Eng.,
up ... Panama City Crystal River 981-7255.
1 - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - l •Doyouforgetwhatyou'velearned?
•Do you panic before an exam?
382-8599.
(manatees), and Keys (December)! - - -- - - - -- ------4 Appointment setters-PIT eveInfo@ 382-8007. Next meeting Wed
nings, 4:30-8:30 p.m., Mon-Thurs, •Does you mind wander when you
study?
Weights & bench $75. Soloflex w/
11/3 5-7 p.m. in SOL.
Winter Spgs. off., Hourly wage Plus
·
i - - - - -- - -- -------1 all attachments $650. Glass dinette
bonus-6 99 _9152 .
Susan Dill, certified hypnotist, 11
w/4 mauve chairs $135. Twin bed
years experience. Regular guest
UCF Entrepreneurs
$50. Sofa bed $60. 365-7532 after 1 - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - l speaker for WDBO radio, recently
interview~d regarding test anxiety
We'll make your business idea work. 4 p.m.
Math Tutor-College AlgebraMeetings Tuesdays 5:30 (BA 221) 1- - -- -- - -- - - = - ----1
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
and appeared with Michelle Muro,
Calculus; Mature, Dependable, at
For more info call Chris 275-8623.
.
Students needed! Earn $2,000+ Channel 6 and a student demon01 ympic weight set 400 lbs. plus monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime.
your convenience, 2 years experibar & curl bar, $345 o.b.o. 644strating the positive results from ence, 644-3536.
.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
hypnosis. Call 8 97 •3533 .
3673
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -- J - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
Shop Sles, Deck Hands, Casino
Algebra, trigonometry, calculus I &
Apple lmagewriter II for sale, great Workers, etc. No experience nee-·
Free Money-For College
II, college and university physics I &
Female, non-smoker to share 2 bd/ condition, comes with 2 boxes of essary. CALL 602-680-4647, ext.
No Joke!
II, at your convenience, three years
2ba. $345/mo., 678-5113.
paper, $150 o.b.o. Ask for Dave at C147.
Millions-where it is
experience, first session free! Call
1 - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - 1 249-2206.
and how to find it
Michael at 678-5827.
M/F non-smoker to share large two
Free informatiqn, call
(813) 328-3304.
bedroom, two bath w/garage, W/D, Almostnewmicrowave!Asking$75,
modern appliances, close to UCF. great condition and clean! Call 381- FOODSTAFF-Seeking exp'd 1 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - i
Math Tutor
part-time employees for the follow$260 + 1/2, call Bill 382-2560.
9014, ask for Chad.
College algebra, logic & proof, staExtra Income '93
ing: banquet servers, bartenders,
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing tistics I, call 366-8003, ask for Jim.
convention service, line cooks and
Home. Non-smoker. 300/month +
1993 travel brochures. For more
special event personnel. Above-av1/2 utilities, call 677-8333 ext. 132
information, send a S.A.S.E. to:
erage pay, flexible hours. Call 679or 679-9262.
Travel Inc., P.O. Box 2530, Miami,
0003 for appt. NO FEE!
FL 33261.
Winter Park-2 BR/2 BA
Read books for pay. Earn $100 per
townhouse. Female to share with
Part-time work
title. Free details. Rush S.A.S.E. to
Boston Chicken
same. Available immediately. $325 Tired of asking for rides? Need fipresenting on:
P.O.
Box
14231,
Gainesville,
FL
all
positions-AdvanceNow
hiring
nancing?
No
credit
or
bad
credit?
+ 1/2, 671-6144.
•HIV-AIDS
No problem! Build your credit while ment potential, vacaton & meal 32604.
·substance Abuse
your
education! benefits-Apply in person, 12141
FINS roommate needed to share 3 building
·sexual Assault
BDRM/2 BATH duplex3 miles from Warranteed vehicles! Call now for Collegiate Way, Orlando, FL Earn while you learn. $2,000 per
Pick up appllcatlon at
UCF, $225 + 1/3 utilities, call 678- more information! FAIRGROUND 32817-accepting applications af- month-1 O to 15 hrs a week. For
ter 10/29/93.
MOTORS. 407-295-6535.
Health Resource Center
appt. call 831-7889.
4494.
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Get PAID as a
Peer Educator!

& return by October lst.

823-5841
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AT ONIVERSA[W
STODIOS

Dark streets. Cool Nights. A Full Moon.
An unidentifiable vermin comes up from behind and grabs you.
The black lights swell as ghoulish creatures slip in and out of the
shadows.
Halloween Horror Nights have returned to Universal Studios Florida.
And with it they have created an onslaught of delectable horrors:
The Slaughterhouse Guests who enter this maze,
located inside the main street, can expect to be groped with
slimy fingers or bloody hands. Whether you are in front or
behind, there is no escape. There always seen:is to be a fresh
new carcass around the comer, as the ghosts, hiding in the
darkness, jump out to frighten the guests.
People Under The Stairs This haunted maze is
located on the soundstages at the film production studios.
Guests basically walk through narrow corridors, shaking
hands with various body parts which hang from the ceiling. In
the mirrors, nothing seems to be there, until a hand reaches out
and grabs the guests from behind. A strobe light flashes but
they don't see anything until it's too late.
Psychofest Located near the Psycho house, guests
walk into the darkness, dim lights pounding and fog inhibiting their view. Hands
come from all sides as decaying bodies sit in windows as if welcoming the guests
to dinner. Then below, suddenly illuminated is a woman trapped in a coffin with
dozens of mice; she is trapped in a glass chamber for eternity (or at least till the
end of the night). Next comes Roach Man, who sits in his rustic cabin setting,
while bugs (real, mind you) climb all over him - from head to toe

Robosaurus From out of the alley near downtown comes this 50-foot
Erector Set breathing fire as it rolls on industrial strength tractor tires. The metal
monster is spectacular picking up a brand new Chevolet, bashing the shit out
of it as it roars, dropping the car to the ground then firing selected missiles at
a machine-gun-toting SWAT team ·on top of Universal's building before
setting them on fire as well.
Jaws One of the newest attractions in Universal, this
ride, aside from extremely bad acting, is slightly entertaining, but the pyrotechnics alone are unbelievable. At one
point the whole bay is set on fire, and the blinding flames
conceal the man-eating shark before it attacks, destroying
a couple boats then proceeding to rip the engine out of the
guests'. Still looks fake.
Back to The Future Ride On any trip to Universal
this is the ride to go on at least 2 or 3 times. No matter what.
Dinosaurs, lava, glaciers, flying DeLoreans - It is beyond
cool.
Earthquake An Oakland subway is created with the
utmost detail, and the crumbling ofacity is always inspiring
with floods and falling semis. Its always nice when there is
a little kid there who has been on the ride only once and
proceeds to tell all about it. Then the car simply travels into the subway then
reverses back out. What gives?
, Kongfrontation The layered graffiti riddles the wall as the big ape
tries to swat your ass down. Lots of fun.
•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor
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OF A MODERN DAY FOOL
My topic for this column today is why Rush
Limbaugh and I would never get along. This is
something that I always suspected. I have until
recently tried my darnedest not to watch or listen to
Mr. Limbaugh. I figured it was for my own good.
However, I was flipping through the channels of my
neighbor's television the other day and just so
happened to bumble across Mr. Limbaugh's show.There was nothing else on. I was curious.
"You' re not going to watch this, are you?"
My roommate sitting next to me on the couch asked.
'Tve never _seen it before," I explained.
. My roommate left the room at that point.
And he was not the only one who passed subtle
judgments on my sanity that day. Why did I decide
to watch the Rush Limbaugh show? Why me; who
voted for Clinton and still hasn't reneged on him
yet? See the title of this column, I guess. I'm one of
those folks who believes in having an open mind.
So I watched the Rush Limbaugh show. He
didn't say much of anything important. He kept
going on and on about himself. No surprise, I guess.
One issue that he did talk about though was
the case between the Houston Oilers and the offensive tackle that was fined some large sum of money
for missing a game to see his baby being born. Mr.
Limbaugh sided with the team, of course. He went
out and took a poll of the "common man" and his
thoughts on the subject and seemed pleased that his
own numbers turned out in his favor. Big surprise.
He did something, though, that I thought
was the crux of the situation. He went on a little
anecdote about Jimmy Johnson and how he told his
parents not to come bother him because he was too
worried about a football game. He said, "Those of
you who have never played football before - you
just wouldn't understand."
Now, I've played some football before
myself. But I would guess that Mr. Limbaugh .
wasn't referring to me because the only football I
played was pick-up games. Nobody tried to hurt
each other. It didn't really matter who won or who
lost because we'd just choose up different sides next
week, and nobody really remembers anyway. We
were just having fun. That isn't what Mr. Limbaugh
was talking about. He was talking about profes-

sional football, a big money game, the crossroads of underdog. We played in the rain, the mud, the sleet,
the snow. We played two seasons of soccer every
sport and capitalism.
I was happy: I was let off the hook. I really year, in the spring and in the fall. More guys went out
for our high school socdidn'thavetowatchMr.
cer every year than
Limbaugh anymore befootball. More than
cause I "just wouldn't
twice the number.
understand."
Mr.
Yeah, so I don't
Limbaugh and I, we'd
hate Mr. Limbaugh. I
never see eye to eye.
never really did. There
You see, when I was a
are just those people
kid, I Ii ved in a small
who you can get along
town in Ohio where all
with better if you tend
the houses on my street
to your business and
were I 00 years old. Our
they tend to theirs.You
town had our own little
don't have to pick
high school -~nd our
fights with them just
teams played other
because they' re differtowns' school teams.
ent from you. Just "try
Our football team was
and stay out of each
lousy.We couldn't beat
others' way. That's
anybody. The games we
what I'm going to do.
were interested in
No
more
Rush
weren't the football
Limbaugh
show
for
games. We already
me.
knew what was going
to happen in those. The
real sport was soccer.
Yes, Mr. Limbaugh, in the Midwest, the heart
•Andrew Varnon
of the nation, I learned to love soccer, not football. In
Revelation
Staff Writer
soccer, the little guy had a chance. It's the sport of the

Anthropology, Art, Biology, Economics, Education
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
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The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

STUDY ABROJAD
PROGRAMS
FLORENCE • LONDON • COSTA RICA

... consider alternatives
be on the lookout for 'em!
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AN EVENING WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT
Industrial band completes journey from dark to disco
The air is heavy with the strong stench of
the hit" Sex On Wheelz;" it also got the band a signed ecstasy as dozens of super-intense strobes attacked
smoke; it burns the eyes. People are milling about,
to a major label. The problem was that even though the the audience with a trance-inducing barrage of harsh,
hanging around as long as possible before the
white flickering light. The onlookers were
Visage Nightclub bouncers force the loiterers
stunned by this overload of stimuli, but once
toward the doors. There are various conversathey shook itoff, their favorable responses
tions; mostly everyone is discussing whether or
were more than apparent.
not he or she liked the show.
Many of the songs from Sexplosion
Machines of Loving Grace was the
achieved a similar intensity, such as" ~ex On
opening act. The sound was a lot different live
Wheelz," which really worked up the crowd.
than one would expect after listening to the
However, the biggest hits, " A Daisy Chain
band's albums. On its first self-:titled album,
for Satan" and "Days of Swine and Roses"
Machines achieved an excellent blend of infell flat. Thrill Kill performed these songs
dustrial music with traditional hard rock, a la
during the first encore, which made the whole
show seem too contrived. Any intelligent
Nine Inch Nails. The sound changed a little on
Machine's second release, Concentration, which
person could realize the band wasn't going
has the harder, straight forward, rock sound
anywhere until it performed these songs, so
that dominated the band's performance. Alwhy bother leaving the stage? During the
though the show had a fairly high energy level,
pause, the crowd's energy level somewhat
full of youthful angst, which was primarily
diminished, making the next set lame an.d
uninteresting. None.theless, the band just was
dealt out by lead singer Scott Benzel, it suffered
not into these songs as much as it was into its
from lack of finesse. The music was groovy
and funky most of the time, but, the vocal mix
newer material.
The show was very entertaining, but
was t-00 low and distorted, making the overall
paled in comparison to the last Thrill Kill tour.
vocals muddy and weak. Along with vocal mix
The Sexplosion Tour was much more theatrical
problems, Machines didn't quite achieve its
and remained interesting to the end. Perhaps
electronic/rock blend as well as it does on its
albums. There were plenty of samples, but
the band decided that the guy who emerged
these seemed to be added more as a second
dressed like Christ nailed to a cross and got a
thought than as an integral part of the music.
blow-job from one of the Bomb Gang Girlz was
All-in-all, Machines put on a fine show for such
a little distracting to the crowd. Perhaps ... but
a young band. All that was needed was a little
at least it was something to watch.
refinement. The crowd was ...-ery supportive,
•David G. Barnett
even though most in the audience was prob~.bly Machines of Loving Grace were the opening act for My Life
Production Manager
not familiar with the band at all., because the with the Thrill Kill Kult.
(Lynn Huff/Future)
crowd had come to see ...
My Life With the Thrill Kill Kult came to
album was a hit with its super-d!ince, borthe stage amid the pounding, tribal drums and the
derline-disco sound, it unfortunately
swirling, eerie and evil keyboard sounds of" Herturned-off many of the previous fans. Gone
esy" from I See Good Spirits, I See Bad Spirits.
was the dark and spooky tone, laced with
Unfortunately, this was the only song from that
gratuitous religious, satanic and drug refalbum, and the band .was playing it from tape. It
erences that so dominated the first three
seems as though Thrill Kill is de-emphasizing its
.releases. Thrill Kill had moved onto a new
earlier sound of extremely dark, harsh, yet groovy
theme: SEX. And with that new theme,
industrial dance. · Inste£J.d, the emphasis is now
the band created a new hyper-funky and
being placed on its newer, straight-forward dance
ultra-groovy sound that only served to
sound. The first song," The Velvet Edge," off the
accent the whole sex theme.
album I 3 Above the Night set the mood nicely. The
It is this new sound that Thrill Kill
song has a sound very similar to that found on Thrill
is focused on, and it is the sound with
Kill' s most popular album, Confessions of a Knife,
which it was most successful during the
and surely comforted the crowd.
performance. Songs like " Disco FleshHowever, this feeling of familiarity didn't
pot" and" Electrical Soul Wish" went off
last long as Thrill Kill exploded into its newer highinto a manic display of intense lights and
energy dance style. Much of the music to follow
frantic motion on stage. The energy was at
came from its most recent, and most criticized,
an all-time-high at these moments. Groovie
album. Sexplosion, the release before I 3 Above the
Mann, the lead singer, flanked by .the Bomb
Night, pushed Thrill Kill into the mainstream with
Gang Girlz was sent into a frenzy of dance

100 arngan venue
2 miles north of UCF on the corner of Alafaya Trail and Carrigan Avenue

SERVING LUNCH BETWEEN 11 a.m. & 2:30 p.m. M-F
BUFFET LUNCH ALL YOU CAN EAT!
$5.95
SERVING DINNER AT 5 p.m. EVERY NIGHT
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 365-4774 (TAKE OUT IS AVAILABLE)
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF SHOW l.D. FOR 10% LUNCH OR 20% DINNER DISCOUNT!
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DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES TAKE ON WHOLE NEW MEANING IN HELLFIRE PLAY
I had God on my side, and a license to speed in the
form of a ticket to attend the play "The Last Reunion:
Heaven's Family/Hell's Flames" at the Faith Assembly of God church on Goldenrod Road. It felt good to
blaze down University Boulevard like drag-racing
legend "Big Daddy" Don Garlits, to take turns in the
same way Bo and Luke Duke of Hazard County used
to in their General Lee when they were giving Boss
Hog the slip, to swerve in and out of traffic like Ponch
and Jon on "Chips," to laugh like "Smokey and the
B.andit"·era Burt Reynolds. What kind of cop would
give a God-fearing, Pat Robertson-loving Fundamentalist, Christian boy like myself a ticket for trying to
get to a hellfire-and-brimstone play on time? ("I'm
just trying to get some religion, Officer. I know I
broke the law, but I had to put Someone El'se's law
ahead of your earthly laws, if you know what I
. mean ... ") No copper could bust me, buddyboy, because I was one of Them, fighting the Good Fight
against all of the drug-crazed sexual deviants who rule
my campus and country.
"We're Gonna Have·a Real Good Time Together"
by the Velvet Underground was playing in my car as
I pulled into the parking lot of the church. It was an
ironic song to be listening to at that moment, yet
somehow appropriate. After all, this whqle situation
was bursting at the seams with irony. Putting me in a
church full of Born Again Christians is like dropping
Jesse Helms off at the nearest gay bar. The whole idea
of "reviewing" this play made me feel like a predator
in a Disney "World of Nature" documentary. The
prey was already tied down for me, all I had to do was
smile all purty-like for the cameras and rip the hapless
creature to shreds.
I got out of the car and took a look at my reflection
in the window. I set out to look like a Young Republican, and froin the looks of it, I had succeeded. I
borrowed my roommate's "90210" leisurewear, a
Tommy Hilfiger shirt and a leather weave belt. My
dyed red hair might have posed a problem, so, for a
refreshing change, I actually combed it, and I put gobs
of this green "L.A. Look" styling gel in it until I had
that "feathered back" look that was all the rage during
the Reagan era, a hairstyle that is finally starting to
catch on among Christian youth (judging from the
music and the hairstyles I see on Born-Again Christian television, it would appear that the Moral Majority is at least five years behind the rest of us in terms
of popular culture, it makes me wonder if God wears
a leisure suit...). As I looked at my reflection in the car
window, it occurred to me that this is the closest I will
ever get to looking like a member of "The 700 Club."

.

I was ready for a play that would, theoretically, scare
me sinless and make me babble and shake uncontrollably like Shaggy and Scooby when they see ghosts.
I walked into the church, and the first thing I
noticed was that it looked an awful lot like the
Orlando Arena, only there was more gold lame There
were nose-bleed seats and a hockey-rinkesque organ.
I went up to the nose-bleed seats and sat down.
The stage had two giant video screens. There were

two levels, and there were ~teps in the middle of the
stage that led to the upper level. Gold lame was
everywhere (aparently the Kingdom of Heaven is
chock full of gold lam e). Above everything was a
crown. The whole stage reeked oflron Maiden. I halfexpected Nikko Mc. Brain to kick off the drums to
"Run to the Hills" while the rest of the band came out
in an orgy of dry-ice fog, laser light, and spandex.
It didn-'t happen. All that happened was a preacher
came out and had everybody sing a song that was
longer than any Iron Maiden ?de to Alexander the
Great or "The Ancient Mariner;" for a good 15
minutes we clapped _our hands in rhythm to a song that
was about how great Jesus is. During the chorus, we
raised our hands in the air, then lowered them to the
ground. I felt like I was doing a religious Hokey
Pokey. I now understand all-too-well why the white
man has a reputation for dancing badly. The choreography we were doing to this song was simpler than
anything on "Barney," yet there were many people
who lost the rhythm. If ravers got religion, this is h<;>w
they would dance in church - anti-rhythmic and

sloppy. Five minutes later, the play started.
Act One of "The Last Reunion: Heaven's Family/
Hell's Flames" was about the Adams family (write in
your own corny Lurch/Cousin It jokes here) and its
assorted trials and tribulations. The first scene was the
family reunion, and all of the subsequent scenes
featured different members of the family getting killed
and penalized/rewarded for their holy/unholy life.
The plots in Act One aren't worth writing about;
it's nothing you haven't seen on After School Specials
six kajillion times. The important thing to remember
is.this: Pornographic films and religious dramas aren't
as far apart as you might think. When all is said and
done, the only real difference is that one wants to get
you off, while the other wants to get you saved.
Think about it, if you will. Both have bad acting,
bad dialogue, and they both pretend to be in a state of
ecstasy at some point. The hairstyles are bad, the
music is bad, and the clothes are bad. Pornos and
Hellfire-and-Brimstone plays really have no use for
frivolities like "plot," all that matters is the end result,
and the end result is the only difference between the
two. You can't masturbate to a religious play and you
can't find God in a pornographic film, but other than
that, there's not much difference.
That wasn't the only thing I learned from Act One
of "The Last Reunion .... ". I also learned, in case you
were curious, that Satan is a spitting image of Ming the
Merciless from the movie "Flash Gordon," and whenever Satan speaks, he speaks with some sort of cheesy
microphone reverb effect that's supposed to make
him sound evil, but instead makes him sound like
Gibby of the Butthole Surfers on Hairway to Steven.
From .this play, I also learned that all of Satan's
demons look like Ace Frehley from makeup-era Kiss.
I kept hoping that thes~demons would perhaps grab
some instruments and sing a few bars of "Shock Me,"
or "Back in the New York Groove," but no such luck.
The Ace Frehleys were too busy in Act One to play
any classic Kiss numbers, seeing how they had to
tempt the Adams family with crack cocaine, MTV,
and yoga.
And what about Jesus Christ? Wel1, Jesus makes
His appearance in Act II: The Great White Throne
Judgement, Jesus appears to be a Caucasian Male of
tan complexion and bearded face. He bore a striking
resemblance to Bo Brady from "Days of Our Lives"
or the bearded guy from the short-lived "My Two
Dads."
Jesus sat below the giant gold lame crown on a gold
lame throne and decided the fate of every member of

HELL continued on R6

Looking for a good part-tillle incollle?

The Central Florida Future is currently takhJg applications to fill two advertising sales positions.
Previous advertising sales experience desirable; at least one year of sales experience a must. In
exchange for your talents, the Future offers a base salary plus commission, a flexible work schedule
and the opportunity to advance. Many leads provided, but some cold calling is required. $1,000 a month
working 25-30 hours a week isn't just possible, it's realistic. To apply, call Dave Bauer or Chad Deckard ,
for an interview at 823-8054. EOE M/F.
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IGHTM~RE'
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VENTURE

evelation
ants you!

CL~YM~<fION

Decapitating dolls.
Torturing Santa Claus.

on Star Trek.
Her creator is a monu-

Seuss-land and Jack even
seems to emulate the exact

A

kingdom of
creatures who
love to be evil.
Sounds like a
killer movie.
Something
that would be
playing the
midnight
movie circuit
for years to
come. (Saturday Night Fever" is achieving this kind of
cult status
right now)
Its a
scary world,
folks.
Then
blend rn an
overabundance
of
claymation
and computers that make it seem
like a journey into "Mr. Bill's
World" combined with a sense
of "Masterpiece Theater" and
you have "The Nightmare Before Christmas"
The film starts offbeautifu lly looming into surrealistic
images of Halloween with goblins and flying shots over dead
trees.
It was like dipping
David Lynch's "Eraserhead" in
Day-Glo.
Then the film became a
fascimile of "Phantom of the
Opera" combined with "Romeo
& Juliet"
The Pumpkin King
stands on top of a hill bellowing
his life of torment until he finds
an Eden he can destroy: Christmas.
A Frankenstein-like
bride seeks his attention but their
courtship is almost as sad as
Captain Kirk seducing woman

m

mentally screwed-up duck like movements of our friend, Mr.
thingwholikescreatingfemale Grinch.
companionstopushhimaround
I'm glad they didn't
in his wheelchair and feed him . start singing "Its a Small
soup.
Then as if cliche wasn't
already a resounding word here
comes the satanic kids whose
names are (sm;prise! surprise!)
Lock, Stock and Barrell. And
guess what, they have pet monster who loves to kill things.
Actually the visual aspect of the film alone is almost
enough to dismiss all its plot
flaws. But understand that each
second in this film took a week
to shoot. The film seems to fly
and times even looks vaguely
real.
The Pumpkin King
whose name is appropriately
Jack invades Christmas through
marked doors that seem to automatically spell "sequel"
Once he enters
Christmastown, we're in Dr.

s

t

4075 L.B. Mcleod Road, Orlando, FL 32811 (f-4 W. Exit 32)
Tel: (407) 648-2144 I Fax: (407} 648-2130

486DX-33

including

4 MB~ . k

Soundblaster Card

$1750
386SX-25
386DX-33
31l6DX-40 64K Cache
486SX-33 DLC
486DX-50 256K Cache
486DX2-66 256K Cache

Un~il

1.2130MBH"
& 1.44 FloppyD"
Drive
14" Intra SVGA Monitor DP .28
1 MB Trident VGA Card
101 Key Keyboard

VESA local Bus System
with 32 bit video slot

$1495
NETWORK

$1395

One Year Warranty
for Labor & Parts

SERVICE

386SX-33 Motherboard
14" Super VGA Monitor OP .28
9600 Fax Modem
2400Modem
9

pin Serial Mouse

101 Keyboard

•

e· r v I c e s
• full service

• campus information center

• lost and found
• movie tickets

UPGRADE &

25/lP/lG
MS DOS 6.0 Window 3.1 Mouse

$950.00
$1050.00
$1075.00
$1150.00
$1550.00
$1650.00

~

Nightmares
are cool. But
this nightmare is more
like riding
Mr. Toad's
Wild Ride at
Disneyworld
when you're
five years
0
l d
Exhile(ating,
visually stunning but exceptionally cliche.
•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor

Write for
The Central
Florida
Future's
Entertainment
.
magazine,
Revelation.
Call Tim at
823-8192 to
fill out an
application.

486DX-33

486DX-33

~

Sony 31A Internal
CO ROM

When the heavy artillery comes
out things get
blochy and
Jack sings a
nice little
song about
being exploded.
Meanwhile a
monster in a
sack cloth
sticks
Santa's face
in saw.

LC COMPUTER CORPORATION

Mu Iti-Media System

World."

$105.00
$255.00
$55.00
$30.00
$10.00
$20.00

.• local attraction tickets
Fall &Sprin_gSemester Hout~.
Mon-Thurs... 9a.rlt - 9p.liJ.
Fridaq ... 9a.m. - 7p.m. ·:·

Saturda ... 10 a.m. - 2 . .

there•s a cure, there's the American Diabetes Association.
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COSTELLO SEES HELL

A WRITER'S JOURNEY INTO THE INFERNO

HELLfromR4

e Addams family. The
?.ddams family stood at the
bottom of the steps, waiting
for their names to be called.
The heavenbound souls
were dressed as angels
(lotta' white)whilethehellbound souls were in their
streetclothes.
The segregation by dress
seemed simple enough, but
the hellbound folks refused
to get it. They tried to plea
bargain with Jesus, but no
such luck. My personal favorite plea bargain came
from a hellbound teenager,
who said: "Aww c'mon,
Jesus dude! I, like, just
wasn't ready for all that God
stuff! Don't send me to hell,
because that's like, a real
uncool place."
As far as I can figure
from what was revealed to
me during the play, when
you die, you go to this Celestial Small Claims Court ·
(Eternal Judge Jesus Christ
. presiding). You have about
five seconds to state your
case, then Jesus asks one of
the angels if you are in the
Book of Life. If you are,
then an angel comes and
escorts you past the Pearly

the Book of Life, then a
bouncer angel (who looked a
lot like the thug bouncer who
kicked my friend Dave and I
out of Barbarella for alleged
underage drinking, only more
celestial) comes along and
casts you into the Lake of Fire.
As the Eternal Judge, it seems
that Jesus goes through cases
faster than Judge Wapner and
is tougher on crime than Chief
Justice Rehnquist. It was a
conservative Christian's wet
dream solution to criminal justice: speedy trials that end in
death for the guilty.
Everyone goes to either
heaven or hell, and the Book
of Revelation is read throughout in a low, Peter Murphystyle tone of voice. Then the
play ended. I don't have the
space to go into what happened next, but let me just
sum it up by saying that I took
the Pastor's invitation to come
up to the stage and pray if you
thought that you were a sinner
going to hell. I went up there
and kneeled,just to see what it
was like up there. I was surrounded by people who were
praying out loud, and for a
scary nanosecond, · I thought
that the Pastor was going to
touch us all like Benny Hinn

to do one of those fall-to-theground-in religious-ecstasytype things.
I got into this way over my
head. A girl next to me who
looked six or seven was in
hysterics, beseeching Jesus not
to send her to Hell. The organ
was playing louder and louder,
and the Pastor was saying
"JESUS!!!" louder and louder.
I was getting nervous.
Fortunately, it ended with
me only having to fill out some
church membership paperwork. They also gave me a
little booklet called So Now
What? A Guide for the Newly
Converted. I also grabbed every pamphlet I could get my
hands on the way out the door.
There was a pamphlet from
"
Pat Robertson's
Christian Coalition. It recorded how many
times Congresspersons agreed
with Robertson's political
views. Jesse Helms agreed
with Pat 100 percent of the
time last year. Ted Kennedy
never did. Interesting.
I walked out of the church
and looked up at the sky. It was
a clear night, rather pleasant.
It felt good to not be in hell
with the Ace Frehleys . and
Ming the Merciless.

Oriental Land Co. is seeking the following performers for Tokyo Disneyland Park:

•Dancers •Singers Who Dance
•Musical Theatre Performers •Ragtime Pianists
•Male Jamaican/Caribbean/Reggae Style Singers
(Sebastian from The Little Mermaid styles)
•Country/Western Musicians (Fiddle & Guitar Players Who Sing)
•Female Polynesian Dancers •Male Polynesian Singers •Bagpipers
6 or 8 months in Tokyo, Japan from February '94 to November '94
Beginning date and length of contract varies based on show assignment
Salary, per diem, air transportation and American style accommodations provided

Walt Disney World C.O.
Resort Entertainment Production Facility
1503 Live Oak Lane-Lake Buena VISta'

Orlando-Saturday, October 30
9:00AM FE.MAU SINGERS WHO DANCE 9:00AM FF.MALE MUSICAL TIIFATRE PERFORMERS
ll:OOAM FEMALE DANCERS l:OOPM MALE POLYNESIAN SINGERS
2:00PM FEMAll POLYNESIAN DANCERS

Orlando-Sunday, October 31
9:00AM MALE SINGERS WllO DANCE 9:00AM MALE MUSICAL TIIF.ATRE PERFORMERS
9:00AM MALE CAllIBBEAN SlYLE SINGERS
lO:OOAM MALE DANCERS
l2:00PM RAGTIME PJANJSTS, BAGPIPERS l:OOPM COUNTRY/WESTERN MUSJOANS
'DIRECTIONS: 1-4 East or West to Lake Buena Vista Exit (127)-Take State Road 535 North to
Hotel Pla:r.a Blvd.-tum lefi-Hotel Plaza Blvd. to Buena Vista Drive-turn right-Buena Vista
Drive to Live Oak Lane-tum left-10 through next intersection (Vista Dr.)-building is on
left-use rear entrance.
REQUIRFMENTS: •Must be at least age 18 •Bring non-returnable picture and resume •Dancers
must be strong In jazz, ballet and tap-wear or bring dance attire and shoes combinations taught
•Singers prepare two selections appropriate to your style •Bring vocal sh~t music in your key,
accompanist provided-no tapes •Singers must have dance ability •llagtime pianists/Bagpipers
prepare a three-minute presenwion •Country/Western musicians prepare a five-minute presentalion
•Polynesian female dancers bring Pateau and bikini top

\

If you have questions, contact WALT DISNEYWORID audition information at

407/345-5701, Monday through Friday (except holidays)
10AM-1PM and 2PM-SPM Eastern Time.
©The Walt Disney Company

WRITE FOR
REVELATION AND
FEED YOUR MIND.

823-8192.

•Brian Costello
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WHO: UCFGoldenKnights
(6-1) at Troy St. Trojans
(6-0-1)
WHEN: Saturday, 3 p.m.
WHERE: Memorial Stadium, Troy, Alabama
SERIES RECORD: Tied,
3-3
LAST MEETING: Sept.
19, 1992, Florida Citrus
Bowl
Troy State defeated the
Knights 20-16, en route to a
10-1 record. The Trojans
scored 13 points in the fourth
quarter and handed UCF
their first loss of the '92campaign. UCF was stymied by
the Trojans throughout the
game and was forced to kick
three field goals. Gerod
Davis rushed for 107 yards,
while quarterback Darin
Hinshaw completed 17of31
passes for 233 yards and one
touchdown. Troy State's
scoring came on an 89-yard
punt return for touchdown, a
71-yard running play and the
winning four-yard touchdown run with a little more
than a minute left on the
clock.
LAST WEEK: UCF
amassed 261 yards of rushing offense and downed
Bethune-Cookman College
34-14. Though the Wildcats
had a 20-19 first down advantage and held the ball
slightly more, they also
fumbled six times. UCF's
scoring consisted of Gerod
Davis, Willie English and
Bob Menello rushing for
touch-downs and Darin
Hinshaw hitting David
Rhodes on a 46-yard touchdown pass. Charlie Pierce
added two field goals. Meanwhile, Troy State tied Central (Ohio) State 21-21. With
the loss, Troy State fell from
second to fifth in The Sports
Network Division I-AA top
25 poll. UCF climbed from
11th to sixth with their victory.
TROJAN TALK: Watch
for the Trojans to run the
ball. TSU averages 208 yards
on the ground while the
Knights amass an average of
a little more than 173 yards a
game. TSU' s leading rusher
is Jimmy Godwin, who has
rushed for 263 yards and.has
scored four touchdowns
through seven games. Meanwhile, the Trojans are led
through the air by Kelvin
Simmons. Simmons has
thrown for 11 touchdowns
and has only been intercepted
three times. His counterpart,
Darin Hinshaw, has thrown
12 TD's and also 12 INT's.

ON THE AIR: WGTOAM 540, with the pre-game
show beginning at 2:30 p.m.

UCF from page 24
Wide receiver David Rhodes
followedPierce'sleadandadded
another touchdown with a 46yard pass reception from Darin
Hinshaw.
Tailback Willie English got
in on the fun with a one-yard run
into the end zone, giving the
Knights a 17-0 half time lead.
The Wildcats retaliated in the
beginning of the second half, finding the end zone for the first time.
But another Pierce field goal "1}d
a touchdown by fullback Bob
Menello kept the score out of
reach.
Menello saw some of his first
action of the year, as did many
other players. McDowell said he
was glad he could give most all
the players some playing experi-

ence.
"I'm really happy when everybody gets to play," he said.
"And they did a very good job."
The defense did its share for
the win. Not only did it hold the
Wildcats' rushing ga!Ile to 89
yards, butalsohelped with some
key turnovers.
Six fumbles were recovered,
three with B-CC inside UCF' s
IO-yard line, and one on the
Wildcats' five-yard line. That
set-up English's touchdown.
The squad has been called a
"bend-but-don't-break" defense and McDowell feels that
description is accurate.
"They've made a lot of big
plays this year to stop drives,"
he said. "They've risen to the
occasion. I~ d prefer not to bend.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

It does make you nervous, because you don't know when
they might break."
This momentum will be very
important when UCF travels to
Troy State to meet the Trojans.
The series between these two
teams is tied at 3-3. This year's
game means more than just who
will lead the series.
Troy State is ranked fifth in
the NCAA Division I-AA poll
and usually makes a trip to the
playoffs. UCF' s victory propelled them from the 11th spot
in the poll to sixth. McDowell
knows the game is going to be a
hard fight.
"They've got a great quarterback and they run the ball
really well. They're the only
team we play that does both
well."

The Sports
Network
Division I-AA
Top Ten
1) Youngstown St.
2) Marshall
3) Georgia Southern
4) Montana
5) Troy St.

6)UCF
7)Idaho
8) Northeast La.
9) McNeese St.
10) Boston Univ.

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
®~~©Dffi\[L

~~D©~®

MATTRESS SETS

lF©~

..

lVJ©rF

St. Joseph's
Catfio[ic Cfiurcfi
~

1501 Alaiay_a Trail

19

~1JlVJ[Q)~001J®

$49 each
Full
$55 each
Queen $69 each

Twin

All NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m:
275-0841

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets
Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolutfon

·F ree Hot Dogs
$1 Drafts during game

1 lee cold

beers on taP

30

Bottled beers
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7 Free
Shuffle Board
3030 N. Goldenrod
Between University & Goldenrod

678-7755

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Associatio~

Only 5 minutes away from campus

Crusade for justice. Fight evil forces. Write for 1be
Central Florida- Future. Call Orlando at 823-8192 or
stop by our offices to fill out an application.
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Make waves,
have fun at
RecToberfest
1993-the
Greatest
Day of Play
By BRIAN DeLosSANTOS
Contributing Reporter
If you're into sports, free
food and fun, then RecTober
Fest '93 is what you want to
participate in on Saturday, Oct.
30.
What is RecTober Fest you
may ask?
Well, UCF' s Greatest Day
of Play!
But how do you play?
First you need a team of
eight, four guys and four
women. Teams then compete
against each other in a number
of events.
There are four dual events
in which _one man and one
woman compete for their respective team.
These events are: Kadima
Rally, Regatta, Slow Bike Race
and Plus or Minus Darts.
There are seven team events
volleyball,
including:
melon ball, softball, tug-of-war,
pajama tube relay and a sip off.
A past favorite has been the
pajama tube relay because it
lets you get cooled off in the
pool.
·"It offers an opportunity for
all students to participate regardless of athletic ability," said
Assistant Director of Recreational Sports Jim Wilkening.
"It's an alternative - something different from the normal
sports like flag football."
The day begins with doughnuts and juice in the morning.
For lunch participants get to
enjoy pizza and other great food
from local area sponsors.
At RecTober Fest, everybody is a winner because there
is also a random drawing for
prizes, each team wins something. One team will win this
year's top prize ____:_ sneakers.
Wilkening thinks everyone
should participate in this event
because it's a lot of fun.
"People are hesitant at first,
but the people that play have
fun .. .It's a day of free fun and
you can't always find that,"
Wilkening said.
The competition is open to
24 teams and there is still space
available, so if you're into fun
and free food, find seven of
your friends and sign up for
RecTober Fest '93.
Teams can sign up by stopping by Rec Services room 10 l .
For more information call 8232408.

SOCCER from page 24

anteed winning season." The
players knew they h~d salvaged
something out of a year that
had been a definite downer.
"It felt good out there,"
Drake said. "Much better than
the rest of the season."
"This puts us in a three-way
tie for first in the TAAC with
Centenary and FIU," said Richter. "Centenary and FIU still
have to play each other. All we
have left is Stetson. If Centenary and FIU tie, we will win
the title outright. Otherwise
we'll share it with the winner. I
looked it up in the rules. It
doesn't look like they're going
to break a tie this year. We've
won the TAAC. More than
likely, it just depends on whom
we have to share it with."

wish list had to do with this
game: beat FIU, win the Trans
America Athletic Conference
and beat a ranked opponent.
UCF took the field with a
vengeance and never gave it
back. Amy Geltz and Kelly
Kochevar, UCF' s scoring leaders with nine goals apiece,
scored back-to-back unassisted
goals midway through the first
half to put UCF on top, 2-0.
UCF never looked back. Gbalkeeper Heather Brann completed her sixth shutout of the
year.
Catherine Liller, FIU' s alltime leading scorer, guarded
by Karen Drake, managed one
shot on goal against UCF' s
tough defense.
After the game, coach Karen At right: Kelly Stout fends
Richter told the players that ofMhe opposition. (DeHoog/
they had just clinched a "guar- Future)
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPE~SIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you 'II ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $172,109*
by the time you reach age sixty-6.ve.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$219 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CREE we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible-with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 7 5 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"
*A.r.r11111i1~1/ 1111 i11ltrt.r/ mlt of i.(///% tmliJttJ /11 TIAA Rdimnm/ A1111uiliu. Thi.r mfr i.r 1ual ,roU/y fl1.rh1>•' tht po••tr a111J ~!/tel of et1111p11w11Ji11,9. Lou•tr or highrr ra/u M'tlu!IJ
prt11luu 1•try ,qfum/ ruult.r. CREF rtrlificniu11rt tli..r!ributrd by TIAA-CREF !111li1•wual and l11.rlituti1111al Sera•iu.r.
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Magic wind down pre-season with series in London
Orlando plays the Atlanta Hawks Saturday and Sunday; season opener Nov. 5
::

:·:······

.;'.::::;.;.;.,

.; :~.~F11ill~lllv1~~·:J·.:,~'
•

So far this preseason, the Orlando Magic
has been trimming its roster, working out the
kinksandgivingplentyofplayingtimetothe
front line players. Plus, the Magic has been
winninggamesandpleasingthehomefolks.
This weekend the players will get to finetune their game in preparation for the Nov. 5
opener against the Miami Heat, with two
gamesinLondonversustheAtlantaHawks.
However, not everyone is looking forward
to this trip to jolly ol' England.
"I'm not pleased about it, because I'd
rather be at home with my family," guard
ScottSkilessaid."Iwillgoandplayhard,and
hopefully we will come back with a couple
of wins."
The London series also worries head
coach Brian Hill.
"I'm concerned abOut this trip because
we've never done this before," he said. 'The
thing that concerns us most is the timing of
the trip. We'll return and then open the
season just three days later."
In the meantime, Magic players and
coaches will just have to pack their bags and
hopejet lag doesn't intenupt the start of their
season. Another question surrounding this
roadexcursionisjustwhowillbemakingthe
trip.

the players the Magic acquired in the Brian
Williams trade to the Denver Nuggets. Todd
Lichti and Anthony Cook have missed the
entire exhibition schedule with injuries.
Lichti is recovering from a tom anterior
cruci~te ligament injury. Meanwhile, Cook
is recovering from a ruptured patella tendon
inhisrightknee.Alsohopingtomakethecut
is forward Keith Tower. But, Tower hasn't
seen much playing time and hasn't done
much when he's been in the game.
While Magic fans prepare to scratch some
names off the opening game roster, they've
also been paying close attention to rookie
Anfemee ''Penny" Hardaway. Following a
· hi s first appearance at the
mugh s~ m
Orlando Arena, during which fans booed the
multi-millionaire, first-round draft pick,
Penny has been finding his touch.
,
"I'm feeling better and better every night.
I'm looking forward to playing hard. Also,
I'm getting more confident, which is good
for me and for the team," Hardaway said.
Orlando's coaching staff and front office
brass certainly hope so. Hardaway' son-thejob-training will continue this weekend in
London.Sunday'sgamewillbetelevisedby
TNT, and 580 WDBO will provide radio
coverage.

The Magic has already waived practice
N~xt.~eekh, this s9pace94wilfl behdeOrvolteddto Shaquille O'Neal has been battling a sprained ankle, but should be ready to
players, center Alan Ogg, forward Brian prev1ewmg t e 19 3- o t e
an o
. tt and guard Chns
· Jent.
Magtc.
· until then, enJOY
· the games and the go against the Atlanta Falcons in London.
Qu mne
(DeHoog/Future)
So, who's on.the bubble? Well, notably · Magic maneuvers.

Hard-hitting, controversial boxing.matches hit UCF Arena
By ROBERT De VORE
Contributing Reporter
Professional boxing made it's
debut Friday at the UCF Arena. A
few hundred die hard fight fans
survived a down pour of thunderstorms and witnessed the birth.
The crowd was treated to seven

•

RUGBY from page 24
UCF to concentrate on beating
whomever they play.
'.'We've got to stay focused on
winningstates,"Rendell said, "not
worry about who we're playing."
The team loses six seniors after this season and Rendell said
this championship means a lot to
him.
''Now, every game could be
my last. If we ke.ep winning, I
keep playing."
"I definitely want to go out on
a good note," Senior Ken Smith
said. "Winning two state championships inarow would be great.
I'd like to be on the first UCF
team to win an Eastern Rugby
Union Championship. We have
the best team we've ever had.
Thi could be the year."
The winner of the state tournament advances to the Southeastern Regional Tournament Nov.
20-21 in Mobile, Ala

fights. The main event featured a
12-round boutfortheFlordiaState
Cruiserweight ( 190 lbs.) Championship. Poland's Prezemyslaw
"Chemek" Saleta, trained by the
legendary Angelo Dundee, took
6nFiorida'sGuySonnenberg.The
fight was competitive until Saleta
launched a right uppercut that fin-

:1 !~1~ ~ ! !~1!~!~! i~ ~ !~l!i!lf!i!l! .lil~ :I

ished Sonnenberg in the sixth.
Sonnenberg' s reaction was par for
a boxer who had just been knocked
out.
' "I never saw it coming," said
Sonnenberg, "and those are the
one's that really hurt". In other
action, 1988 Olympic Silver Medalist George Scott dropped

Student S?;~: ial ! ·! tJ!ll~~l:~[1!~1~~1~~!l~~~i~~~~i~~

IPIT•IBl111
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running for his life in the final
round. As Clary was awarded a
split decision victory, the crowd
voiced it's opinion by booing with
disapproval.
The Challenger Boxing Series
returns to the UCF Arena Friday,
December 3. The match-ups will
be announced in two weeks.

Georgia's C.J. Johnson in the ninth
round and went on to win a lopsided unanimous decision. ·
But the fight of the night was
between Sweden's Dale Clary and
Florida's Roberto Welin. Welin,
who was cut above both eyes and
trailing on the cards, floored the
Swede in the fifth and had Clary

)),EVAN EV'S
SPORTS PUB AND EATERY
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I PROGRAM WITH THIS
I COUPON STUDENTS

t, __________
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• TIB'bo Bif~es
• Sprint Circuit Training
•Body Building
•Weight Loss
•JuiceBar
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•Private Lockers
• Private Showers
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• Friendly Attnosphere
• Personal Training
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*$1.96 Pint Sam Adams
*$1.50 Bottle Sam Adams
*$3.96 Litres
*Prizes and Giveaways
7660 University Blvd (Goodings Shopping Center)
(407) 679-6600
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Men's soccer co-captain Nate Omodt
remains in the middle of the action
By ANDREW VARNON
Contributing Reporter
Sophomore Nate Omodt, like his teammates on
the UCF men's soccer team, is trying to figure out
what makes his team tick. He knows the team is
young, he knows the coach is new and he knows the
players are just learning to work with one another.
But he also knows his team has great talent and
immense potential. He knows that he and his team
don't deserve to be 3-8-1 on the season. He knows
they are better than that.
Omodt is evidence the team is young. He's the cocaptain of the team, despite this being only his second
year. Even so, he's one of six returners from last year.
Omodt is also evidence of what the team does
well. His position is stopper, center of the defense.
That means when the game begins, you can find him
in the middle of the back line. After kickoffJ10wever,
Omodt could be anywhere on the field.
"Nate is one of the fittest players on this team,"
head coach Bob Winch says. "He can go a full 90
minutes, playing hard."
That means wherever the action is, Omodt is. Not
only does he help anchor the defense, but Omodt
plays an important role in the Knights offense as well.
In an offense that depends on the long pass,
Omodt' s 6-foot-2 frame is useful all over the field,
·winning air balls and putting crosses on goal.
But the reason why UCF struggles is that the team
can't seem to find the goal. UCF has been outscored
by opponents 26-12 this season.
So although a state powerhouse like South Florida

can only muster one goal on UCF, it's enough to win.
On Oct. 13, Stetson scored its one goal on a
penalty kick against UCF, and that was enough. UCF
had never lost to Stetson before in their nine previous
meetings.
After that dismal loss, UCF turned around and
defeated College of Charleston, 1-0. College of
Charleston was ranked in the-South Region at the
time.
Against Georgia State, for the first time this season, UCF scored and did not win.
"We were tired. We're young and we tried to sit on
a one-goal lead. It's inexperience," Omodt says.
That's how it's usually explained, this roller coaster
ride the Knights are on.
This past weekend, the team continued their ups
and downs by losing to Maryland-Baltimore Community College 5-4 and then defeating Western Kentucky 3-1.
Omodt scofed an unnasisted goal in the Western
Kentucky game and was named to the all-tournament
team.
"We play very well in spurts. You'll see us in our
form for about 10-15 minutes at a time. When we're
playing well, we can play ·with anybody," Omodt
says. "
What we need to do next is to be able to play at that
level for 90 minutes. We know we can play like the
team we want to be -we've done it. We just need to
go out and do it for a whole game. Sometimes Coach
is right. We're not as good as we think we are."
Like the rest of the Knights, Omodt is trying to
focus on the future. The team is young and Omodt
believes that all of the players want to stay with the

UCF's young soccer team has had trouble
scoring, but Nate Omodt thinks this team .has
the talent to win a conference title. (DeHoog/Future)

program and make it a success. They're moving in the
right direction.
"My goal is to win the TAAC [Trans America
Athletic Conference]," says Omodt. "I have two more
years with the team after this one. I think we can do
it."

Recreational Services Fall Schedule
Event

Deadline

Play

RecTober Fest '93
Community Softball
Basketball
Bench Press
Soccer

10/29
11/1
11/10
11/15
W15

10/30
11/8-1/24
11/17-2/23
11/16
11/22-2/17

FOR HOME OR BUSINESS
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* No Credit Necessary!
* No Long-Term Obligation!
* Free Repair Service!
* Free Loaner!
* Early Purchase Option!
* Rent By Phone!
* Same Day Delivery!

<> Freedom of Religious Exprassion
<> Authority of RNSon end Consciancl

i;> Affming the Worth & Dignity of Each Human Btilg
O Recognizing the lnt•dependant Web of AU ExistlllCI

i

If YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE IN THIS FRIENDLY AND SUPPORTIVE PATH
TO SPIRITUAL GROWTH, JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNINGS:
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c•arc• •f Drlude
Worship 9:15 a. 11:00

I
I

Rlligious Education 10:00
1816 Eut Robinson St.
Orlando
407/888-3821
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.
TM Uwll Flitlt
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Uaimaalill SDCi9ty
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Trinity Prep1tory Audllll'f
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FREE PRINTER AND
FREE SOFTWARE
INCLUDED!

t
Casselberry, :FL

Get the Picks From the Pros in Vegas!
~Updated Every Day ~

~CALL NOW//.

~

1 ·900·737·282·8 Ext. 330
($2.00 per minute)

.......

~

Orlando, FL

next to Winn-Dixit
Orlando, FL
(407) 658-8770
723 S. Semoran Blvd.
Danube Shopping Center

(407) 29~-9980
5266 W. Colonial Dr.

................................................................... ...,.
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QUALITY WORTH RENTING.
QUALITY WORTH OWNING.

Wal-Mart Shopping Center at Pine Hills

-

Avalon Comm., Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 525-0800 (18 or ~Ider)
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(407) 331-7300
914 E. SR 436

RENT TO OWN
FURNITURE

*
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*

ELECTRONICS

Based on Rent to Own agreement. No ownership until final payment is made. Taxes and fees
not included ($99. x 24 mo's =$2376.) Product may not be available at all locations.
'------~--------------------------------'
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Should the NBA curb its rim-bending stars?

•

•

It's a beautiful and common sight on the
0-renaparquet floor. Shaquille O'Neal takes
off down the court, pounding the basketball.
He nears the basket and goes up. He has a
long hang-time as it is, but as he comes down
and stuffs the ball through the hoop, he grabs
the rim and hangs a few seconds longer. He
looks underneath to locate an opponent to
break his fall, then lets go. The crowd goes
wild.
lhis scenario was played out many times
last season. But last week the scene wasn't
quite the same.
Sure, he went down the court, into the air
and hung on the rim after a crowd-pleasing
jam, but then something strange happened.
The crowd booed.
But Shaq was not the object of their
displeasure. The referee was. But he was
only doing his job: upholding the rules. And
the new rule is- No Hanging On The Rim.
Why? Last year, the Orlando Magic's
rookie prodigy broke two back boards with
his Tarzan impersonation and the NBA was
not all that happy about it. Not only did it cost
the teams money to replace the goals, but it
delayed the games.
The first time he brought down the rim
occurred on national television and the delay
was not only frustrating to the teams, the fans
and the officials, but to the network as well.
The interruption made a difference in their
broadcast, their programing schedules and
their advertising. And the networks don't
like their advertising being messed with.
When you giveupa$50,00030-second spot,
it tends to upset some people. So here are the
cons. And the pros?
Well, as my Comrade In Crime is trying
to point out, the fans want to see it. Well, the
let the fans start paying for it then, which, by
the way, is what will happen if more and
more rims become broken and teams have to
shell out money for replacements. Those
things aren't cheap, you know. And times
have changed. Before Wilt Chamberlain,

players didn't dunk. Now, nearly everyone
goesairbomeandslamsthe ball. You have to
change with the times.
Speaking of times changing, and Trivial
and I arguing, here's another thing Trivial is
belly-aching about. He's upset about baseball and football teams laying down Astro
Turf on their fields. He thinks it takes away
from the game. But, all teams should use
artificial turf.
If anything, it adds fairness to the game.
All fields would be the same. They wouldn't
have to worry about a field being unusually
rocky, or too sandy, or slippery in the rain.
The ball would bounce the same on all turfs,
water would settle the same and mud would
be obsolete. Then games would be a test of
skill and ability, not flukes because the ball
took a strange bounce.
· Trivial argues astro turf causes more injuries. Show me the proof. Are you trying to
say that grass doesn't cause injuries? If you
were playing a game in January in Seattle's
King Dome in sub-zero temperature, would
you rather go down on tuif you're familiar
with or rock hard frozen ground?
Think about it, ifturf was more dangerous
than grass, would owners put it down? Do
you think they want to create problems for
their teams? Not likely. They probably think
they' re doing what's best for their teams.
Stand and cheer, sports fans, and roll with
the changes.

game if the ball were to accidentally go out
of bounds?
Ms. Pointless, I mean Ms. Duncanson,
lighten up a bit. If we let you homogenize the
gameorslowitdown, we'd soon be looking
at golf. Remember, it's not the National
Boring Association. Not yet anyway.
In this blowout that was the ~agic-Heat
game, Ms. Duncanson and I also discussed
the use of artificial turf in sports stadiums.
We've been seeing plenty of it lately. In fact,
we just watched an all-turf World Series.
Again, it's obvious Ms. Duncanson must
. I'm no longer surprised by Ms.
not be watching the same games the rest ofus
Duncanson's ramblings. We've gotten acview each week. Ms. Pointless, have you
customed to reading them weekly. I'm not
been watching ESPN's "1970s NFL Highsure what games she's watching, but I think
her delusions might be a result of a few-too- lights" on Sunday afternoons? Where have
many hits on the rugby field.Yes, sports fans, you been the last few weeks of the NFL
Ms. Duncanson used to sacrifice her body, season? Players are dropping like flies, and
and apparently her mind, in this. athletic many ofthemhavesufferedinjuries because
of the artificial surface. In fact, the carpet just
pursuit.
With that preface, here is this week's claimed New York Giants' wide receiver
debate, about which she and I argued for Mike Sherrard.
Yes, I know players get hurt on grass
some time during a Magic game last week.
Part one: NBA players being called for fouls surfaces. But, at least grass is a natural surfor hanging onto the basket. Why penalize face. Backingupmyargumentareteams like
something the fans want to see?TheOrlando the Chicago Bears and New England PatriArena faithfully booed when Shaquille O' ots. Both ripped out the rugs in recent years.
Neal was penalized for grabbing the rim an Plus, baseball's Kansas City Reyals will be
taking out the fak~ stuff and replacing it with
extra two seconds.
grass.Theonlyplacetheturfbelongsisinthe
Sure, Shaq busted two backboards last
year. And yes, there were a few delays. But, domes, and there shouldn't be any of those
those moments were rare. Fans enjoy seeing anyway.
Let the games be played on grassy fields
their favorite NBA players flying through
and
during snowy, rainy, cloudy or sunny
the air, stuffing the ball in the hoop and
conditions and not on artificial surfaces in
putting an exclamation point on the play.
Seems like Ms. Duncanson is advocating temperature-controlled buildings. Ifthis were .
theNBAbecomemoreliketheNFL. TheNo the case, we'd see fewer season-ending or
Fun League earned its stodgy nickname career-endingkneeinjuries.Ms.Duncanson,
when it began penalizing players for end take note of all the turf-related injuries next
zone dances and on-field celebrations. Next time you're watching the games. You'd
Ms. Duncanson will want refs calling fouls change your tune if the ruptured knees beon slam dunks. How long until the off-the- longed to Phil Simms or Don Mattingly.
mark columnist wants behind-the-back
Until next week, remember, the sports
passes banned because they might delay the beat goes on.

Ten Trivial Tidbits why the Philadelphia Phillies
lost to the Toronto Blue Jays in the World Series.

•

10) Didn't want to clear customs with the
World Series trophy.
9) Dido 't have the mayor of Philadelphia in the
lineup against Todd Stottlemyre.
8) Pete Incaviglia and John Kruk filled up on
too many soft pretzels between innings.
7) A "Schilling" isn't worth much in Canada.
6) Phillies' manager Jim Fregosi made all of
his players memorize "Oh, Canada."
5) Randall Cunningham couldn't bail them out
this time.
4) Wanted to get the dam series over with so
they could go home and watch the Flyers
and 76ers.
3) The Canadian Football League threatened to
put a team in the City of Brotherly Love.
2) Too many ex-Cubs (notably Mitch Williams)
1) That damn two-point conversion in game
four's 15-14 final.

~. CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS~
When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
~
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid · , .,
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,
midterms and finals .
Do better in the classroom, and on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

College Book & Supply
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Knights squash Wildcats; next up no. 5 Troy St.
By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

Freshman tailback Mike Huff didn't have many yards versus the Wildcats
Saturday, but has amassed.some nice totals this season. (DeHoog/Future)

It's difficult for opponents
to scout the UCF Golden
Knights. They're neverthe same
team twice. During Oct. 16th' s
game against the Western Illinois University Leathernecks,
UCF passed fornearly 300 yards
and rushed for less than 150.
The team began slowly and built .
momentum until the fourth
quarter when they laid on the
points.
However, in Saturday's
game against BethuneCookman College, the story was
nearly the opposite. The Knights
kept the ball on the ground for
261 yards. Meanwhile the aerial
attack accounted for 167, all in
the first half. And the team
wasted no time in putting points
on the board en route to a 34-14
victory in front of a rain-soaked
crowd estimated at 5,500

people. UCF continues to prove
just how versatile it can be.
Head coach Gene McDowel1
summed up why there was a
difference in passing and rushing yards. "It rained."
The first quarter started
things off right for the Knights.
Fullback Gerod Davis scored
on a seven-yard run, and a good
conversion by Charlie Pierce
gave the Knights a seven-point
lead. UCF took the momentum
intothesecondquarterand went
on a scoring frenzy. Pierce made
a 22-yard field goal to get th in gs
moving. Pierce has now kicked
eight field goals in nine attempts. Further, 27 of his 29
point after conversions have
sailed through the uprights in
1993.

')

UCF continued page 19

Women's soccer positions UCF rugby team fights for state title
itself for TAAC championship
By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

By ANDREW VARNON
Contributing Reporter
Last Friday's match against Florida
International University was a redemption of sorts for the UCF women's soccer team. After a season of a thousand
miles that seemed to have no destination, this game against in-state rivals
FIU was all the direction the Lady
Knights had.
UCF went down to FIU with a 5-61 record, unranked, unknown. On paper, the Lady Knights looked like a
team of no consequence. They have
already lost more games in a single
season than any team in the history of
women's soccer at Central Florida. No

team has ever finished with a losing
record.
FIU, on the other hand, took the
field a proud champion. Then 9-0-3, the
Golden Panthers was playing its last
home game of the season. S~nior
midfielder/forward Catherine Liller had
her number retired at half-time as FIU' s
all-time leading scorer. The Golden Panthers were right where UCF wanted to
be: ranked 3rd in the South Region,
sitting on a berth to the NCAA tournament, culminating their rise to national
prominence.
Unfortunately for FIU, the Knights
of Central Florida had the weapons and
the motive. All the goals left in UCF' s
SOCCER continued page 20

Most students don't know what rugby
is, much less that UCFhas a team. Not only
is there a team, but the Knights are good.
How good? In the last three years UCF
has won two state championships and one
Southeastern Regional championship. Not
bad fora club which started with only seven
men.
Saturday, the team will defend their state
title at the Central Florida Fairgrounds. The
season began in January and is broken into
two halves, withasummerhiatus. This half
the Knights are undefeated. They manhandledFloridaAtlantic University,Florida
International University and first-year squad
University of Miami as well as a host of
men's teams.
Their undefeated collegiate record makes

them top seed in the tournament. rtiey
begin play at noon Saturday against fourth. seededFAU. Thewinnerofthatgamewill
play Sunday at noon against the winner of
the game between third seeded Miami and
second seeded University ofSouth Florida.
Absent from this year's contest is UCF' s
arch-rival, the University of Florida, who
didn't make the top four. UCF' s one loss in
the state championships came at the hands
of the Gators.
USF could pose the biggest threat to
UCF.TheKnightshaven'tplayedtheBulls
in this half of the season.
"We have no idea what they could be
like," said senior Andrew Rendell. 'They
could be a completely different team. It's
been a long summer. But you can't be
worried about them."
Rendell said the key to another title is for
RUGBY continued page 21
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WEDNESDAY
Men's Soccer vs. Jacksonville 3:30 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL vs. Stetson Oct. 20
UCF def. Stetson 15-3, 15-3, 3-15, 15-4
The Knights have compiled an eyepopping 24-5 record with only nine
regular season matches remaining.
The recent crushing of Stetson kept
the Knights perfect in Trans America
Athletic Conference play (7-0).
MEN'S SOCCER vs. MarylandBaltimore C.C. @ Stetson Oct. 22
Final: UM-BC 5, UCF 4
UCF goals: Marin @ 40:59 assisted
by Weishaar
Soistman @ 63 :25
assisted by McA voy
Hillis @ 83:40
Wall @ 89:51 assisted by

Drum
UCF in the net: Menard 5 goals
against, 7 saves
UCF record: 2-8-1
The Knights staged an awesome
comeback, scoring three of the last five
goals of the game, but came up just
short. Despite the loss, Menard shined,
having faced more than twice as many
shots and making more than twice as
many saves as his UM-BC counterpart.
WOMEN'S SOCCER @ Florida
International Oct. 22
Final: UCF 2, FIU 0
UCF goals: Geltz@ 20:21
Kochevar @ 24:38
UCF in the net: Brann 0 goals against,

9 saves
UCF record: 7-6-1,
UCF grabbed a huge victory over FIU,
as they took an early 2-0 and held on
as Heather Brann was phenomenal in
goal. The Kinghts dealt FIU only their
second loss of the season.
MEN'S SOCCER vs. Western
Kentucky @ Stetson Oct. 23
Final: UCF 3, WKU 1
UCF goals: Wall @ 27 :23 assisted by
Onderko
Omodt @ 34:02
Marin @ 87 :41
UCF in the net: Menard 1 goal
against, 5 saves
UCF record: 3-8-1

THURSDAY
Volleyball vs. Florida Atlantic 7:30 p.m.

.,

FRIDAY
Women's Golf@ Tiger-Tide Invitational thru
Sun.
Volleyball - UCF INVITATIONAL
vs. Xavier 12 noon
vs. Mercer 7 p.m.
.

')

SATURDAY
Football @ Troy St. 3 p.m.
Volleyball - UCF INVITATIONAL can't
vs. New Orleans 12 noon
vs. Bethune-Cookman 6 p.m.
Cross Country TAAC Championships@
Georgia St.
Men's Golf@ Troy St. Invitational thru Sun.
SUNDAY
Women's Soccer vs. Dayton I p.m.

